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The classroom teacher is a capital change agent who 
gees unnoticed. His/her action and attitude with the children 
and en the children can create deep positive change• fer society 
and fer humaninity. 
Unfortunately thay ara cftan givan so litll• maans that 
their daily job experience become a struggle with the classroom 
realities which makes things difficult fer them to leek into tha 
future and find solutions to th• sc many cla&&rccm problema. 
Awara of that fact, I have triad in this papar to leek 
into th• clasmrcom, tha EFL clasmrocm in cote d'Ivoire and••• 
how we can procura cur childran a certain sense cf 
rasponmibility, a manse cf commitment and &elf-reliance for 
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Thia prcjact in about tha diffarent component& of the 
evaluation of atudants written work in the EFL (English as a 
Foreign Languaga) classroom in Cota d'Ivoire. The three main 
compenants are corraction - faadback - and the class size. And 
the context cf analysis is EFL in Cota d'Ivoire. 
In daaling with these points, I will more &pacifically 
focus on tha written aapact of EFL. My concern will than be tc 
knew if there are bettar atrategiaa fer EFL teachara to correct 
thair atudenta' writtan papar• and giva tham faedback for further 
improvemant in claaaa& whare the average aiza is about fifty 
( !';,\() ) tt 
By correction I mean the marking and grading of paper&. 
By feedback I mean tha written and oral comments on and about the 
student&' writtan work. 
Now, why did I chccae tc write about this topic? 
Evaluation and feedback are to me, very important 
phase• in any proceas. In the clasarocm aatting, for the 
teaching to be affective and reaching, we have to have regular 
checkpoints, both for the teacher and the student. 
important to check, it 1s even more important tc know hew to go 
about explaining what want wrong and what went right, so that 
there is continuity in the learning proceas. Thia could be 
schematized as followan 
Unfcrtunataly in th• EFL ccntaxt in Ccta d'Ivcir•~ my 
axperianca has shewn ma that mcst studants dcn't banafit frcm 
this important phase cf their learning. Tha same mistakes coma 
back over and ovar again. Btudants ara dissatisfied and taachars 
frustrated. Ona cf th• raasons is that bacausa of tha class 
size, taachers ara at a loss -as it war•- as to how to mark 
afficiant and giving helpful faadback to all thair studants. 
Anothar raascn is that bacau•• of that vary first 
reason, no on• raally ;ivas ccrracticn and/er faadback its dua 
cradit. Taachara ;anarally ;at rid cf thair correction and 
faadback ••••icna in a ahcrt tima. Or when thay taka tim• to de 
it, th• content is still not consistent er wall constructed 
enough. Fer aoma, it ia juat a way to avoid having to prapara a 
class and teach 1t. Fer cthars, if they happan to taka more tima 
for their feedback sessions, they will be called to order by the 
administration. This alao can be undaratandable if th••• 
••••ions have nc substance. 
Students en their part don't seem to take it seriously 
aithar bacause cf tha li;htn••• and imparmcnal way ccrr•cticn and 
feedback ara daalt with. 
Another raascn is th• ;rade factor. Parents, the 
administration, taachars, and students saam to focus so much en 
grades, that these ;radas ara the first and last thin; students 
want tc knew from their papara. Ones thay knew, They ara much 
l••• intarastad in what happans naxt. If they hava net ;ct them, 
thay ;row sc rastlass that thay hardly listan to what is bain; 
said during tha sassion. Basides, that which is being said is 
often so general, theoretical and vague that it makes sense that 
they be net interested. 
Thase are tha reasons why I chose to deal with this 
topic and seek to knew the possible ways and means to have a mere 
effective correction and feedback strategy in the teaching and 
learning precess cf EFL in Cote d'Ivoire. 
In crdar to de this, I will present the context cf 
class size in Cote d'Ivoire before we lock closely into hew 
teachers and their students have dealt and still deal with 
ccrracticn and feedback. Then in tha light cf what literatura 
saya about the topic, I will track down through a critical 
analy•is soma alternative ways to make correction and feadback in 
Ivcrian EFL claasea yield mere aatisfactcry results. These 
altarnatives er suggestions will go along with solving some cf 
the outside-tha-classroom constraints that the teaching cf EFL is 
faced with. I will end my project with an avaluaticn da&ign fer 
the project itself and fer its implementation in Cote d'Ivoire. 
All this substance will be organized as the table of 
content &hewn hereaftar. 
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I.1. What the project is abcut and what it means. 
I.2. The status cf correction and feedback in Cote 
d'Ivoire and the rationale fer tha chcica of this 
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IV.1. Glimpse of oral correction and feedback. 
IV.2. Correction and feedback on written papers. 
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Wa will not go a& far back a& 1903 when the fir&t 
public achoola ware created in Cote d'Ivoire (Paul Desalmand, 
1983• p .. 257.) But it is a useful landmark for ua to aea that 
ever since that time, the cla&a size parameter in education has 
In the beginning, there were even not enough 
studants to make a class. I still ramember tha time when classes 
at primary school level war• twinnadn levals one and two, thrae 
and four, fiva and six wara taught in th• same classroom by the 
•ama taachar .. Class aizaa war• raraly abova twanty-five (25) .. 
Evan later in 1966 whan I was at Junior high. tha average aiza 
was around thirty (30), though at that tima, things wars already 
:i.n ,;,\ 11 boom'' p1'"(::)c;:(;;,•m;1m.. In <~~c: t1 .. tii~ 1 :.l ty ·i' l'"t:)m th~:;~ irid«"'P(·:i)l"ld(\\,1nc<\\·) di:~ym; in 
the mid 1960'a, most achool system& and population& in Africa 
started a deep transformation .. (Coombs, '85, p.34) 
In Cote d'Ivoira, school was net only frae, but it was 
also officially mada mandatory for all childran aftar 
indepandanca. The inharitad school infraatructura& wars imprcvad 
er extended to th• bast cf tha axiating means. Hardly befcra tha 
and of tha dacada, classas bagan to suffer from large sizes. In 
1968, a gcvarnmant action was undartaken to build more secondary 
schools which halpad maintain tha policy of haalthy clasaes .. 
But soon after, the aconcmic situation as wall as aqual attantion 
to other &actors, no lcngar anablad the aducation sactor to keap 
up with the growth of tha school population. As an example, 
ainca 1975 until now, no naw aacondary school haa baan built. 
Vat community efforts have reaulted in the creation of new 
pr :i. m;;,, l'"Y m;r.:: hc::)C::l l m; 1, the~;) mot t<::l '' r:~c:: hc:l<::) 1 ·f' c::l ,,.. ,;A 1 l '' be\;.) i l"l e,:,:1 rn; ti l :1. 
important. Hence, there ia problem. Despite all the academic 
aelectiona at various level• cf the school systam, classes will 
be mere and mere congested. Some clasaes can reach the figure of 
seventy to eighty (70/80) and some forty to fifty (40/50), with 
an average around fifty (50). 
Parents are appalled but powarless as to what to expect 
their children to get from such learning conditions. Taachars 
live in a permanent nightmare, thinking cf hew they could fulfill 
their noble taak to auccess and aatinfacticn. Aware that the 
government ia having problems improving the situation, we Ivorian 
educator& and particularly teachara of EFL, try to look at the 
whole acene with another pair cf glaanea. The question we ask 
curaalvea iatt how can we kaep clear-headed in front of the 
alarming aituaticn cf claaa sizea and have cur teaching cf EFL 
reach, as far possible, the majority rather than the minority of 
our atudenta, if net all of them. 
The irrasiatible question that might coma to tha 
reader's mind iatt why ia it sc important for the Franch speaking 
Ivcrian atudent to de that well in English? The answer haa to de 
with tha Ivorian Govarnmant's policy and objactivas for foreign 
language laarning. 
!,,,,,~))~DJ;;1.~Ai:)\.~.~-~1L. . ..!,,,,J:~1.i.:iU::n .. :.i.J1ll ... J:::.PJ ... J.,J;.:; . .Y ....... i:)\D.~.:;I .... QJ;;)...:J..~i:1J:;; .. :.LLY.~~Ji!L. ,tn ...... CJ;.:.r.t.~:L.J;.:.1 ... '. ... 1.V..PJ.r.~::(~. 
As part of the world's global network~ Cote d'Ivoire 
i::i 
maana tc be ccnnactad and faal included. Thus Ivorians in 
general want tc learn as many languages •• affcrdableµ tc be able 
t.o 11 c:: ommun :i. q U('i.11'" ii:\ Vf!.~c:: l c;;~m; 0:1u t rc'i.·)m; pf!.~up .I. c: .. ~m;, "l"<'!.\1mo :i.~~~n Cf.~I'" d' Ul"l 
po t fh) n t. i tfi) l :i. n t •X·) l 1 ffr) c:: tu 0)) l (\·)) n ,, .. .i. <::: h .1. ,, 11 ( Etc:) u :1. <::n .. \'f"1' f~1 µ .1. <:n 6 ii p .. ::;:! ()() ) .. ( :!. ) .. 
Cote d'Ivoire .i.asued .i.n 1950, the same thing was already clearly 
m; t. ii:\ t t;:·l d ii ( p " ::::: ) 11 t h ii:\ t :i. 1;;; t. h ,,,, t <::: t::) mm u n :i. c:: i:':\ t :i. <::> , .. , i 1:~ c ,, .. u r.:: i ii:\ l .. 
!::) c:> :l. t m; 0» •:·:~mm; <:: :1. oii) 11~ ,, .. l y ii~ c.:.11•" <«~ f.'!! d u po n t h .:~ t 11 .. " Ul"l <;;) bj li::1c t .i. 1' 
prcpre a l'enseignement des langues est ca qu'elle [ValetteJ 
n<::)tntn<'1:1 11 cc)mmun:i.<:::.:,1t:i.r.:)n, 11 11 (X::.~<::)ul<::>u·f'·f('i.·), :J.9'76i, p .. :,;·:!O:l.). (2)" Th:i.m; 
objective .i.s very general and common for anybody.. But .i.t also 
hold& true for the formal school. Then fer practical 
dispcaiticns, depending en the context and meana, this objective 
can be aplit intc mere apecific cnea. In ether wcrduµ there are 
short term cbjectives under a long term cne .. 
beard cf teacher superviscrs in charge cf English, to work more 
specifically en the cbjectivea cf EL"I" (Engliah Language 
In 1987 the aame beard cf teacher& met again and 
brainstormed anew on the cbjectives fer teaching Engliah in Cote 
c:I ' :i: v c:i i ,, .. fhi t c:) d ii:\ y .. Out of these ccnaultaticna and &haring, came 
the basic points that English should ba taught fer:: 
( :1. ) " T I'" ii':\ n m; :I . .i~\ :t: .. <\i·) ~:I. 11 • " " t <::> 11 <::: Cl mm l .. \ n :i. c:: ''" t ((\·) w :i. 'l':. h <::) t h <"~ I'" p C\·:·) c::) p l <·X·) m; ,, Tc:) 1m h c::> w 
<I:\ l"l €\~ n I'" :i. c:: h (·:;) i;j .i. l"l t o'!:.1 l 1 f.\·) c:: t:. u i:\\ l pc::) t V'\I n t :i. ci':\ ]. " 11 
( 2 ) 11 I.t:.~i~.DJ!!}l.ii:L.t; .. ~:i)J:;L :: 11 11 " " <::) n c;;) :1. n h I!!.·) ,, .. f!h1 n t'. <::! b j Ii!.~ c:: t :i. v ;:.~ t <::i t h f.\11 t <-:111::\ c:: h :i. n <;.~ o ·1' 
l i:':\ n <;.:J u ,y,, c;;t (·i:·) m; , .1. 1u; w h ,.,.~ t 1;;; hf::~ i:: V ,,,, :1. c·»l t t (\\\1 ::i c::: ,y~ :t '.I. 1;~ 11 <::>mm l .. l l"l :i. c:: ;,·,, t i c::! n 11 11 11 
a) Oral and written communication with close and far-
off speakers of English. 
b) Profe&mional functionality. 
c) Exploitation and/er comprehension of any oral er 
written document in English. 
d) Active participation and interaction at 
international conferences held in English. 
e) Accessing to knowledge banked in books and other 
sources. 
Towards achieving thase objectivas or at laast 
soma of themp within tha national school systam, ther• are 
particular curricula that make room for learning English for 
spacific purposas. But wa strongly believe that whataver 
specific purpose cne wants to learn English forµ there is a 
minimum of basic communicative English that can/should be 
laarntµragardless cf the type of school or institution in which 
the learning takes place. Thi& bas1c aspect cf communication 
that undarlias any cthar aspact is what I am intarastad in 
focusing on. 
In a nutshell, I will say that in Cote d'Ivoira, wa 
also and mostly laarn English is to be able to ccmmunicata with 
native and non-nativa spaakers all ovar tha world. And as 
already shown, communication is net only oral. lt 1s also 
writtan. Indead we all agree that the first communication need 
9 
cf aociaty is oral language. Thus in cur English classas in Cota 
d'Ivoiraµ we taach our student& to usa the oral language as 
10 
ra;ularly as pos•ibla. That way thay could ;at praparad to u&a 
it in tha outsida world whanavar nace&sary. But raalistically, 
in a Franch-spaakin; anvironmant, how many of th••• atudants will 
maat an English spaakar in thair daily lifa? How many will 
travel abroad to En;li•h-apaaking ccuntriaa? Evan if thara war• 
a substantial number of them to de so, thara is a chrcnolo;ical 
mismatch between tha time they learn and practice and the time 
they will actually use 1t. To ma, lan;ua;a is just lika a stona 
thrown in tha air. If it stops going up, it can only coma down. 
We hava to practica and use it to keep it aliva. Wa can't laarn 
a lan;ua;a fer a parapactiva day tc coma. 
One of th• ways to keap En;liah aliva within tha 
boarders of Cota d'Ivoira is by writing it. Davalcping writtan 
communication in En;liah will sarva a much mcra raaliatic purposa 
and also sarva as a reviving support to sporadic oral 
communication. In doin; sc, our initial objactiva cf usin; 
English for communication will but be doubly secured. And it is 
to meat that cbjactive that in the official instructions fer 
foreign languaga taachin; in Cota d'Ivoire, it is recommended 
that all four lan;uaga skilla, - listening, apaakin;, reading and 
writing - be taught alto;ethar. And to ma, thay should ba taught 
with equal emphasis. That i• why I chose to concentrate en 
atratagias that can halp tha atudant• laarn and practic• thair 
En;li•h thrcu;h th•ir writt•n papara. 
But bafore wa ;at to th••• ccrraction and faadback 
•tratagiaa, wa will hava a battar idaa if wa cast a ;lanes at 
what others people think about thase terms of ccrracticn and 
·i' !1·:·1 f!.~ d I::) ii:\ c k " 
.:tJ: ... I .. '' 1;;;:.Y..O.L..\..,l.(:j_::1::.J: .. r:J..!~!./...C.a:1H.G!;~:.G.::1:: .. :1;JJJ~!. ...... O.!~!J:L ... f::.r:;;;.1;;;:l:l..f!:l.(::~.C.J.~:;_.)J. .............. W..!:::!f~.:r. ...... C.O.~....JJ,,,,.P ....... ::1::.!:::!.!:;;:.Y ....... !~!.!;;;:o.N.? 
When dealing with evaluation and feedback at large, 
there ara endless definitions wa can meet.. Thi• is so because 
these terms can be applied in almost every field~ ccunsaling, 
psychology, training, adult education, classroom teaching etc .. 
However, for all the•e definitions there is a bottom line that 
remains common to all .. Let us see some cf the possible 
dimensions of it, first by locking up the words in dictionaries 
and encyclopedias" Then I will interview a faw people and 
finally I will give my own perception en the topic. 
l .. I ... ;1; ... !1 ... l .. 1 .......... J:l..A.i:.:.: .. :.\';, __ ;l,_p_!::J..ii•\.J.'.::.;i,..v,~1.iii}. .... ii.\J::) .. ~.::.1 ..... ~;;ff) .. c.:;; .. v..r:.: ... :!, . .P.Fl.~~J..G.1.J .. i(:l.!.li}. " 
.LIJ ... 1• .. J ..... 1Ll..1!. I:::: :V.!i!l.l u ii:\ tJ.,i;:,~n • 
From the Intsrnaticnal Dictionary cf Education, the 
Cyclopedia cf Education, Webstar's Third New International 
Dictionary, Geed Dictionary cf Education (third edition), 
avaluaticn as fcllows1 
11 ii:\ vii:\ l u i::·1 .:i u c:I c;,:1 c\\·1 m ~"' n t Cl n "" n c::) b 1::; f~l , ... vii:\ t :l. c::l l"l 11 p «·» , ... ·f o , ... m 1:·:1 n c::: c~:l t w:1 m; t 11 o 1"· 
i n c::I c\·:~ Ci':l d i'i:I l"l y d i'i:\ t ii:\ w h fi:l t h c·Y:) r· c:i i 1•" c·»l c:: t l y m f») i:\\ m; u 1·· wl) d o r" :.i. n ·t' c:::i 1•" , ... fY:) c:j • 11 
11 t h fi:l ii:\ c:: t c:) I'" I'" «i·l m; u l t c::) ·i' c\~1 v Ii~ l u <ii\ t :i. n c;,:1 1, 11 t h i:i\ t i m; 11 l!!.·1 )·( ii:\ rn :i. rn :l. n c;.~ ii:\ n c::I 
judging, ccncarning the worth, quality, significance, amount, 
ll 
degree er condition cf •.. n evaluate a atudant, a patient, a 
pc:)litic<::1l t1'"(·:·:·1nd. ". '' 
In short. evaluation is basically tha act of making a 
judgement either with figures or simply dascriptiva. subjactiva 
er objective, depending on tha goals and objectives .. 
. LIJ ... !!. .. l ... ~ ... ::;;~ .. \\ ..... G.P.r:.t::.<?.;'.\;.t .. ;tq.o .. • 
In tha same sources. it was much more difficult to find 
definitions about correction that were related to education, than 
it had been for evaluation.(3) However from Webster's Third New 
International Dictionary and the Encyclopadia cf Education, 
vcl.2. tha following was said about ccrracticn which can apply to 
tha context of school education. 
The act or instance of ramedying or ramoving arror or dafact 
The act or instance of calling attention to~ reproving or 
puniahing faults or daviations from prcpriaty or rectitude • 
• Tha act or instance cf adjusting er altering so as to 
produce a particular condition or result. 
getting the substance of a one-page analysis of tha methods cf 
correction of errors~ 
One class cf mathcds aims primarily to extend tha power of 
the child ever new facts, relations, forms, conventions. 
etc" anothar group is primarily designed to correct the 
misintterpretaticn cf f actm and the misuse cf f crms and 
•ymbols etc .... Here the method (&acond) aims at tha 
modification of an old seriea of associations, or at its 
elimination and the substitution of a naw series. 
(3). People often talked about correctional education, house of 
corraction, correction and penalty,etc. Only in the Cyclopedia 
of education, vcl.2, will they extend to error correction .. 
.1. ::::: 
From these few definition•~ w• can •••ily ••n•• aut 
that ccrracticn is the act cf •traightening a daviaticnp misuse 
er misinterpretation of scmethingp ao to ;at the axpacted right 
form. And this can be dcne through altering er calling 
attention to the deviated form. By this act, the remedy is used 
to modify, eliminata, or substituta something fer th• deformed 
element to produce a particular condition or result. 
From the same sources the fellowing was said about feedback. 
Tha return to the input cf a part of the output of a 
mechanism, this part of the input constituting that reports 
discrepancies between intanded and actual operation and 
leads to self-correcting action that can be utilized. 
Tha partial reversion of the affects of a given process 
cf its source or to be a preceding stage so as to reinforce 
C:)I"' m<::ldify it."• 
Figurativa tarm for the responses er reactions to an 
action that can enabla the initiator of th• action to 
improve the effectiveness cf the action en repeated tries; 
prompt feedback in this aense from a teacher to student• is 
thought to facilitate the student's learning. 
In programmed in&tructicn, information received by tha 
student (also called reinforcement) immediately after a 
responae to a programmed stap ••. 
A term borrowed from cybernetics which, in an 
f::) c:l u c ,.,.,, t :i. c:) n .::\ l <::: (:~ l"l t: 1-1.~ )·( t , m <;;~ti:\ n 1!l; ' 1 k n ow l <11~ d ~;~ t-;;) t:l ·t' I"'«:~) 1!li u l t rn; 11 <::l I'" t h (;:~ 
information which a parson receives about the con&equences 
of his/har action. If &/he is not satisfied with those 
consequences, s/he may take new action, Thus the atudent 
receiva& feedback, fer example when he has an essay marked. 
The teacher receivas feedback whan sha listen& to tha 
commants of her &tudent& or con&idars their taat result&. 
Either can dacida to study or taach differantly as a rasult. 
In short~ feadback is information en something 
previously done. This information can help reinforce initial 
action whan it is positive er take a new action to improve it if 
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:i. t :l.mi nc::)t. 
But in practice, are thsae dafiniticna ccmprahandad and 
used in the sams way by evsrybody? Tha fellowing intarvisws will 
give us an idea cf hew thsae terms are psrcsived and used. In 
the first part, the interviewess are all present and/or fcrmsr 
tsachsrs, pressntly on a graduate dsgree program at the 
University of Massachusetts. They are from different African 
backgrounds, namely from Tanzania, Somalia, Botswana, Senegal and 
with whom I clcaely worked while conducting a study . 
. I .. 1 .. ;1: ... !.' ..• :;,;..~ ......... :L1::i .. t .. i:;u:::.v.;tf~~.W.jJi\ ... ~. 
11 .. :1: ... 11 ... :;;;~1.t.l .. 11 .. J::.h.fJL .... :1:.n.t,.~?U'.::n.ii1ttlPn..11!U ........ \~aJ'.:: .. 11M;J\,,.i.!t\tt,JxLJJ1.t .. \, ... u::.l.i)xtr'.LtJJil..1L 
Through the interview I had with tha intarnational 
graduate atudents, evaluation waa perceived aa any act cf 
judging. Correction in the context cf education~ was dafined as 
the act cf telling atudsnts what their mistakes are. Two ·f' 1•"c::Hn 
C:: o t (·:·:i c::I ' I v c::i i ,, .. C\·:1 •'i:\ d c::I ~x\1 d :i t c::: el u 1 c::I "''' l m c::l b f.;1 t h (·!.·1 .·~1 c t c:> ·f1 11 mi h c::! w :l. n (~ 11 t:;1 i t ht\\~ , ... 
orally er in writing the students' miatakes. Another from 
Tanzania mentioned teachers and atudants avaluat:ing class content 
and behavioura. She also added meat apecifically atudenta 
evaluating their teachers . 
. J.J: .. :1: ... !.' •.. :;;;~.l!..;;;;~.I.'. ...... :1:.t.1.ifa~ ....... t'.l.ii:\J:J..[:;),jJJ}.:::::.i.:1n ...... f::~.m.f~1.J.'.:: . ..i .. J;;;_ii:~J:). .... r:;;,.,;1 •.. ~)\Jj!.i,\iJU::.P.P.m ....... t.i%?..#;\J:;:,.tJ.f!.;~J::.f:} ........ .C .. ~;:}.~.\'.\.f.D.f.D.if;\ . .!'.::.Y .. ) ...... '. .. 
From a study that I made on correction and feedback in 
the claaarccm (Ind•pendent Study~ Spring '89)µ I clc&ely wcrked 
with a few Am•rican classroom teacher& meat cf whom~ thought that 
correction wa& the act cf giving a student the correct element or 
1. ~;,\ 
item tc improve his/her production. From my und•rstandin;~ this 
is b•sic•lly during oral activities. When it comes to writing• 
th(\\,'Y w:i.11 eii~ll :i.t 'f'(1i.·)€~)dbii:\!:::k. E)(::llll€\·) wil:I. 1iiipf,·)C:i.·f'y 11 Wl'":i.ttf!:)n 
feedback''. This includes partial and global commants on 
students' papers. When I asked whether correction did net also 
mean tc pinpoint errcra in a paper. moat cf them simply called it 
m.:':'IJ'"k .i.ng. 
I I .I . .11 •• :!;:~ " ::;:; •.. .t:'.!.Y. ...... P.!Y.iH::JJJtt:tnii1.\l ...... .v..;i..J~!.w ......... 
Much haa been said about evaluation and/or correction 
and feedback. And I find my own view includad in th• many viawa 
alra•dy axpreased. Nevarthalesa, whan I haar er talk about 
avaluaticn, the first thin; that jumps in my haad ia the pictura 
cf weighing. This waighing can ba varbal and descriptive as wall 
as written and judgmantal. Very quickly, by professional bias, 
my mind switch•• to the latter. I aee papers being writtan about 
a pieca cf knowladge to be judged. Irrasistibly, I also see 
marks (on papar) and grades as tckena of thia evaluation. But in 
fact, thasa marks and gradas are also what givas way tc faedback 
and corraction. Thia is how I get the understanding that 
evaluation is both formative and aummative. When it is 
formative, marks or any other aigns suffice to make the learner 
underatand that something is to be reinforced or modifisd. Thasa 
signs or mark• are what I ccnmider tc be correction. However 
correction can also be the substitute a teacher suggests tc a 
studant to use to correct tha wrong or deviatad form. Providing 
aubatitutaap tallin;, ahowingp pinpointing what ia to ba 
rainforcad or corractad ara therefor• all componanta of 
correction. 
Th••• marks and eubetitutae can alee be eeen a• 
feadback in the ••nee that they arap lik• commentap eomethin; 
that ie •aid back to the producer of an initial act. It can be 
poeitive (and thus, reinforcement takas place), or negative 
(indicating a new action to take). 
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Generally I feel that correction mound& more lika 
rectifyingp and feedback more like eupportin;. When wa corract, 
somathin; has to have been wren;. Corraction eeems mora 
knowledge-and-pcwer-relatedp •• i• typical of classical padagogy. 
But when we ;iva feedback, it may not nacesaarily be en ecmethin; 
wrong. In actuality however, in the evaryday claseroom practicep 
correction and feedback overlap at soma pointp the end cf ona 
being the beginning cf the other. In most cases feadback even 
etarts already with corractin; that is marking and grading, and 
corracticn alao goma en during fmmdback ••••ions. Aa a matter cf 
fact in Cote d'Ivoirap wa seldom uaa tha tarm faadback in tha 
En;liah taacharm' milieu. Feadback aeaaione aftar tast& ara 
taken ara indietin;uishably called correction eaeeione. On tha 
whole I find the term feedback to be mcra participatory, though 
it encompaasaa nagative and positive aapacta. 
From the aummative point cf view~ evaluation is a value 
judg•m•nt en what hae b••n den• rathar than en what could hava 
been dcna. Bummativm mvaluaticn ie prcduct-baeed. Within that 
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frame of view, evaluation also impliaa designing an instrumant to 
test. Now as aocn aa tha test ia takan by mora than on• parson, 
the tendency is to rank tha teataas. This tandency to hierarchy 
and ranking is the reflaxion cf the world around ua. Gradaa are 
thus put to papers with somatimes marks and ccmmanta to juatify 
tham. 
This aspect of evaluation seems to have been what 
educators/teachars have as yet indulged themselves in, and sc it 
gees in Cota d'Ivoire. What are the objectives in taaching in 
general? Is grading the best way to have learning take place, 
particularly in foreign language learning? Or, in other words, 
should gradas be our prior concern in correcting/marking cur 
students' papers? These are some cf th• correction and feedback-
ralatad questions wa will addrasa in thin prcjact, toward& 
finding atrategie& for ccrraction and feedback in the EFL 
cla&sroom. To gat to that, wa will ccn&ider in the naxt chapter 
hew correction and feedback has baen dealt with in Cote d'Ivoire 
up to new. 
But to ccncluda my view en the matter, I agree with 
moat intarviawaes that •valuation ccmprisas Correction and 
Feedback. Though thay are not interchangeable they are very 
close, specifically in the context of classroom tasting. 
Howavar, in othar fialds lika supervision, counseling and 
training, thosa tarma hava othar connctataticna that can also 
help in clasarocm pedagogy. In cur literature review, we will 
have a hint at theae definitions, and see how helpful they can be 
when we deal with aolutiona • 
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1. i::i 
Now that we have gone through these different views of 
corraction and feedback, let us come to hew they have been 
practiced in Cote d'Ivoire .. As pointed cut earlier, correction 
starts as soon as th• teacher begin& &hewing the utudent through 
har/hia oral or written production, whar• and what things went 
Wl'"Cll"l(;;J" 
Lat'• quickly conaider tha oral aspect bafora narrowing it down 
to the writtan, which is cur main focua • 
.:!: .. Y. ... ,,J ..... 11 •.•••••• .P..t'.::.ii:\_;1, ........ P..l'.::.~.:.:t~.::l.\,,.1.~;.:;J;, __ ;i....r:.u:) .. 
In Cot• D'Ivoire, wa developed and currantly practicad a one 
hour ~~L mathodolcgy claaa callad B.O.L. (Standard Oral Leason). 
It ia an integration of all four languaga akill• (listening, 
speaking, reading and writing),, But in actuality, it in more of 
liatening and speaking than reading and writing.. In an hour's 
time, EFL taachars ar• asked to1 
make a five to ten minute oral review of the previous 
lesson (about 5 minutes). 
taach the day'a laseon'• vocabulary (10 - 15 minutaa),, This 
is dcne mostly interactively between teachars and studanta 
and implias a let of listening and oral production. 
(repetitions and drills). These drills ara intandad to fix 
(memorize) the naw items learned. 
teach the day's grammar structure (5 - 10 minutes), The 
procedure involves equally a lot cf oral production. 
read and/or have the students read, a short passage of about 
ten to fifteen lines. The reading is done silently or 
aloud, depending en the intent and may taka about three 
c c::i n du c::: t th(·:·:·) 11 (fa' N p l (;;) i t ii:\ t :i. c::J n 11 ( t::: cm p I'" t·i:~ h t\f) nm; i <::l n ii:\ n d th t\·:1 , ... ~::·) ·i' c::l , ... t\\·) 
discussion) cf tha passage by asking a series cf questions. 
Thase quastions ara mostly intagrativa of all the pravicus 
itams studiad aarliar (vocabulary & grammar), 
This is a highly oral and ccmmunicativa phasa in tha SOL 
maka a quick synthesis cf tha whole lessen (optional). 
have students copy from the beard into their note becks. 
Now, as we hava seen, EFL class in Cote d'Ivoire i• 
heavily oral. This involves the rapatiticn cf full sentances, 
bits of sentances, structurae and words. These repetitions are 
done so that the students can practice pronunciation and alac fer 
'f' :i. )'(ii:\ ti r.:)I") I 
right thing'' had until racantly induced taachars into frequently 
stepping the students to give them the right word, structure, 
phras• and/or pronunciation bafcre thay ara allcwad to continue" 
Bomatime•• it is cthar studants who give the faulty student tha 
ccrract form" These faulty studants may hava to repeat the whole 
sentence anaw. This practice is frustrating and makes 
communication less spontaneous. Teachers do all this monitoring 
because they feel that they are respcnsibile for controlling and 
fostering their students' intake and output. 
A lot remains to be done to decide whether in EFL. 
teachers should interrupt students' speech f lcw to bring 
correction or wait till acme point (during/after th• lasscn. a 
day or a w••k latar) to give faedback on thair oral production. 
Scheel syllabi will cartainly hava to be changed and taachara 
would hava to raconsid•r thair rationale bahind corracticn and 
·f· ~::•) €;·) d b ii:\ c k " 
Howaver. thar• is anothar type cf correction and 
feedback which eveyone expect& to be given immediatelyu 
corracticn and feedback on writing. Hew is it dealt with in Cote 
d' I VC):i. l'"fi:l? 
l.Y. ... ~ ... ;;;·;~ .. 11 ••.••••• W.x::J.J;,_:.\'.',.f.?.D ....... P..l'.::.P.!;;J..\., .. \.!;.:; .. :t;.;i: .. PJ:t 
Throughout the lessen type we shewed above. there is almost 
no room fer using writing as a ccmmunicativa device. axcept as a 
maana to remembar the leaaona" The•• lesaons ara just ccpiad fer 
the purpose of learning tham latar. Yet~ students are raquirad 
to writs whan taking tasts" This paradox is one cf my concerns 
in daaling with corraction and faadback in tha EFL classroom. Tc 
2:.l. 
have an idea cf hew stud•nta are exp•ctad tc usa writing, w• will 
have a glimpse of the test format and content in use in our 
.:1: .. Y. .. 11 ... :;1;: .. 11 ... l ... 1 ... :1:.§~'.m! .. t; ....... J:.P.r::.rx1.ir1U; ...... i!i\DJ;;L .... !;;; .. P.n.:t.!m'J:1.t:. II 
EFL teat format and content in Cote d'Ivoire can be 
grouped into three bread categories. 
lY. .. 11 .. ;;;: ... ~ ... l.11 .... .L_11 ... I.hJ~ ....... l.:;).,~i.?.J;1.tr:U1f,i;'.!'.::.~.lL .. JJ~.Y.,!f,:1J,, II 
Thia level is fer seventh and aighth ;radars, that is, 
first and second year English learners" For these studants, tha 
teat is composed cf a series cf gap-filling, combination, 
transformation, multiple choice questions exercises and/or 
questions about the previous lessons. The items to be checked 
ara mainly vocabulary and grammar (see appendix# 1). 
In addition to that, towards tha end of the aighth 
grada, the students are initiated to raading a ahort passage (5-7 
lines) and answering a few litaral questions about it" This is 
mostly discrata point testing ainca tha atudents haven't acquired 
much knowladge in the languaga in which to write" The students 
are required to put in Just the word that they have learned" 
.J .. Y. .. H .. 2 .. .!'...l .. 11 ... :;;;~ • .1...... .J .. i::r.\;' .. f,:¥..r::.m.§i:1.i;.:I . ..i. ... i;1\j';,J~L ..... :1 ... f,i~.v..f!,;~.J. .. " 
This level is for ninth and tenth graders, that ia 
atudanta with thraa and four year• cf English. Here, tha 
students are trained to deal with the nation-wide tenth grade 
end-of-the-year standardized tast" This test is comprised cf the 
fellowing phases~ 
I. Reading a twenty to twanty-five paaaage on a current 
i&&ue of thair anvironmentp fer ccmprehanaion. 
II. Answering four multiple choica qua&tiona with four 
<::)pt i c:)n m; f»1 ii:\ c::: h , 
III. Anawerin; three ccmprahenaicn quaationa based en tha text 
they read earlier. 
IV. Answering about ten to twelve short grammar questions. 
These quastions ara in tha form cf gap-filling, 
completion, transformation, combination •.• 
V. Writing a short asay of about fiftaan to twanty linaa. 
As we can sea, phase& II and IV are di&crate point axarcisas 
and III and V are rather holistic. With thi& holiatic aapact, 
atudent& ara involvad in writing, a writing that i• uaed to 
communicate to tha reader (taachar), what thair comprahansion of 
l.Y. ... 1 .. '.;;;~_ ..•. J, ... 1 ... :;;;:_ .. \t... .... f::~.U.YJ»HJ.J;.Ji;~-~-:1.... ... l~~r.Y..!i~.l .. 1 ... 
This format is beth fer twalfth and thirteenth graders. lt 
:1. mi c::: <::) m p <::l m; c;.,) d <::) ·f' ~ 
I. A pasaage cf about thirty linas to raad for comprahansion 
II. Four comprahension questions on tha pasaaga. 
III. An a&aay of about a paga, stamming from a major point in 
t l"l fl:) p &\ 11~ Iii> ii:\ g f!:) , 
IV. Ten to twalve grammar questions, formulated in tha same 
way as shewn above, but with a higher structural level. 
New ;iv•n th• ccnt•nt, th• •xpactaticn• and aim• fer 
testingµ hew de t•acher• correct and give feedback en these 
p ii:\ p ~I.~ I'" m;? 
.LY. .. !! ... ;;;;: ... \\.;,;;: .. !!.. . ... GJJ..!'.:: . .l'.::J~~.t:;.:t.4, .. ~;,:,i.n .... ..ii:\D.~;;L. .... FJ@.@.GJ..l:.:.l.i(:\.~;:;.h ....... i:.:.1.!::J. ....... W..J.'.:: .. J ... :t..t;,.@J::l.. ...... P.~!::lPJ~'.l'.::.liI~. :: 
Considering th• size of the classes (average size being 
around 50) and the level (beginner to advanced), teachers usually 
take one to two weeks to finish marking their students' papers, 
particularly when they teach several classes of the same level. 
Usually the teacher will mark Even en the diacrete point items, 
any other error that appears in the text than the precise item 
that the question is meant to check. If the right item is given 
bu t m :.i. m; m; p !::,, l l f!:! d 11 c ,,.. m; (;;) m ~::~ t :l. m ('!.~ m; 11 i f t h f:ll I'"(·:·:! .::\ I'"(\\·! m; om(\;, o t h (\il ,,.. 11 h (·:\·!ii:\ v y 11 
mistakes in the rest cf the sentence that bears the item, acme 
points may be deducted. 
Thera is th• assumption that if a student gets the 
right item without being able to apell it, it is cartainly 
because a/he didn't learn har/hia lesson. 8/he has simply been 
helpad by his/her neighbor. So, s/he is penalized for 1.) not 
r•prcducing correctly what is in his/her notebook or what s/he 
was taught and 2.) for presumably cheating. 
In the comprehension questions and essay, grades are 
attributed en a much more holistic appreciation cf each question 
item. However, the marking is still detailed. Meat, if net all 
grammar errors are identified. Incorrect words are underlined or 
crossed cut. Question marks, circles, arrows~ crossing-cuts are 
corracticn marks uaad to shew tha irralavancaµ inappropriatanan• 
C) ·1' .1 d (·/:)Ii:\ m; 1,·,1 l"l d i n m; t::l m «'\' ,, .. ii:\ I'" (\oi) <::: Ii:\ m; (+il rn; 1, (;;) I'" (;;J 1,·,1 n :J. •·~ 1::\ t i on 11 ~.. rn l ( c.1 m p :1, i:il :• !i:i mt <Ht 
;;;,ppc?r1t.l .i. ,, ~·11 fie. 11 
Comments are gsnsrally vary brisf • .lf thsre are any at 
ii:\ l l ,, T h (\\·) y .::\I'"«\·) c:d' t h <~~ t y p (\\·) :: 11 p ci C) ,,.. p ii:\ 1::H::i ,, .. " ~ 11 n C:) l"l i!:> <«H'l i:~ i::i 11 1, 11 w ,, .. c:) l"H;.~ 11 11 
11 lf~lii:\l"'l"l yout'" lv~1m>rnonm; 1 ' 1, ''you 1::;t.:i.l l he,1v«:\·) ii• le::)'\':. tci c::lo 11 1, C\\·ltc" 
Conversely, positive comments are rare and brief like these~ 
" c;;J o c:n:I p ''" p «·il r 11 i• 11 :i. n t <·:·:11'" f.f) 1::d:. :i. l"l GJ ! " 1, 11 c;;J (;:) o d 1, k c\\H:·:·l p on ! " 11 
Tha point ia that th••• commanta naval"' say spacifically 
what :i.s good or bad and how to rainforce. improve or change the 
arrcra,, Whan all thi& grading and marking is cvar. thare ia a 
day, a spacial day after these long waeks of wa1t1n;, 
anticipation and anxiaty, tha taachar comas in either with a 
11 l ,,,, ,, .. e,:;J fiil m; m :i. l !\·:~ o ·f' v :i. c: t C) !'" y 11 o i'" <ii\ ·t' ,·;,\ c::: !\fl 1:~ c ,, .. 0:1 w «·il c::I u p w :i. t h ·f' ,, .. um; t I'" i:i\ t :i. c::) n i• 
paper• in hand11 The class gees quiet but inwardly excited to 
know their grades. This is what they hava been more exposed to. 
Bacauae thay have bsen waiting for the taacher'a value judgement, 
when the teacher finally come& in, the only thing they can 
respond to are the grade&. 
The teacher kaapa the paper& and starts going about 
what should have been done and what should net. The text, when 
applicable. is re-read by the teacher er by some atudents11 
item by item, sentences are read and students are asked to 
contribute the right answers (moatly in multiple choice questions 
and grammar),, These answers are generally written on the board 
tc be copiad in nctabooks at tha end cf the correction aesaion11 
This is th• avarag• type of corraction. Soma t•ach•r• 
have slightly vari•d atyl••· Th••• might aven not •v•n &pend 
more than fift•en minutes for th•ir feadback to the whole clann. 
In comprehension questions and essay there i• generally 
no specific ccrrecticn/feedback given. How ideas are produced, 
how we fit them in the whola, how the whole piece is organized 
are all left out. Ideas are orally discussed but basically from 
the teacher's point of view. Period. The conscientious teacher 
will make cut of these comprehension questions and ••say, a pool 
cf what we call common arrors. These errors will show the 
gen•ral tendency of students' minds' trand on the topic. With 
the axcaption of a faw questions, the teacher's position will b• 
taken for granted. 
Moreover, these common errors mostly deal with detailed 
errors of grammar, spelling, structure and vocabulary. One• 
again, grades are at value here. 
Sc as we can see, correction (marking and grading), and 
feadback are targetted at using the language for support of what 
has been learned in claee. Grades are haavily important and are 
based on the ruls& of the language rather than on th• language 
This attitude heavily impede& the learning that takes 
., ' p .. ii:\Cf::1 :i.l"l 
If we understood correction any better, that is from a 
differant perspective, would it help us make better use of it in 
cur claeses? If so we need to know what current litarature says 
i::1bout :i.t" 
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As I tried to shew in the previous chapter, 
evaluaticn/ccrrecticn and feedback ara terms variously 
interprated and used, Correction particularly, is a tarm I found 
little about in literature. Some authors will daal with it using 
the wording evaluation and some ethers that cf feedback. Rarely 
would they refer tc it as correction. In the American academic 
context, we will more often hear of the topic (correction and 
'f1\ii·)f.,\•db.:,l(:::k) m;:i.mply <'i:\!H; "Marking, grading, and feedback". l\k:lw 1, W«i·) 
will lock at what these authors mean by thase terms they use, and 
how thay usa er maan to usa them in practica. 
Undar the term of correction, Walz (1992) daals with 
marking and giving feedback, not nacassarily with the idea of 
P<·ii)n,::\l :i.ty" 
W{·~I .... z 1• ,J • c.. ( .1. 9D'.:;:~) • 1;;;;rx::.Pr c;.P , ... rf"·'<;.:; .. t ion J::J:~~.~;;;.J:.in.J.JJ~Jf.?~i.:;.~ ...... :Ln. t hf:~ F'L. 
c; .. ;1, .. {i•\.j.gi..J.ttLr:.P.i.:.:un..~ .. 
In this monographµ Walz uses the term correction to mean 
helping the students correct their errors. However in the 
beginningµ he makea an appraimal of errors to show that in fact, 
the cccurence cf mistakea/errors in students' various production• 
is a good sign for learning, Then he goes on to confirm that 
11 1 <'''' '''' !'" n :i. n <;;J ,,,, l"l i1,1 w l ,;;1 l"l <.:1 u "'' g t11:1 r 1-;;1q1..1 :L , ... 1-1:1 m; ii:\ t , ... i. '"' l !:\\ n d 1-::1 r I"'!:) ,... ii:\ p p , ... <:)ii:\<::: h , i:\\ n d 
error& are evidence that the learner is testing hypcthe&i& cf 
underlying rule&, cate;crias and sy&tam&. (Corder 1973, as quoted 
by W1::\ l ~~ 1, :i. bid 1, p. :!. ) • Th(ii-11".(\i·)·f'c)J'"(i\'' 1, t::: h:i.1 d J""<f.l'n 11 1H>h(::lu l cl b1m (:::oJ"'J'"f.i·)<::: t.1;;,d 
also surely their readiness and ability to learn. That ia why I 
ccrracted, and if so, which ones, when, how and by whom?'' (p.J). 
Walz even goas further to say, paraphrasing Fanaelow that in 
correcting a student, giving her/him the answer does not 
establish a pattern for long-term memory. Sc correction, both 
oral and written should be done selectively (4), and according to 
individual atudents' needa, goal• and even personalities. Other 
·f' ii:\ c:: t C) ,, .. m; t c c <::) n m; :i. d ~:? r.. i'i:\ ,, .. <\\~ i::\ 11:1; <::> 1, 11 t h f::1 p f!:1 d ii.~<.:.~ <::l ~J i c::: ii:\ l ·f' <::) c um; ":'ii t t. hf.\~ t :i. m «\·1 
the error is mada, the frequency with which it occurs, the number 
cf learners affected, and its relationship to succassful 
communication'' (p.7). Thus Handrickscn, aa quoted by Walz ( '82, 
p.8), propoaes a hierarchy fer error correction which is as 
·f·o.l . .l.<::)W!!!> :: 
For beginning level, correct only arrcrs that impade 
c:; C:)tnrnl..lr'l :i. <:;ii:\ t ;l. C:H'l • 
Fer intermadiata leval, correct arror& that occur 
For advanced lavel, corract errors that hava a 
&tigmatizing affect upon the student&. 
Besidea, if we want correction to be cf any halp, he continuas, 
it should net be too vague. 
(4). Tha teachar should salact/choosa what aach individual neads 
in ordar to be abla to improva his/har parformance. 
This overall view cf correction shews us that Walz aeea 
it as moat Ivcriana de. That is correction is not only what the 
teacher puts on the atudant'a paper (marks showing whara 
corracticn is to be brought)~ but also the classroom interaction 
about it all~ during oral faadback. 
From this overview en correction cf oral and written 
errors, Walz goes on to suggest some practical methods and 
techniques to correct these errors. Fer example we cculdn 
* provide for aalf-correcticn. 
* make marginal notes 
* explain (during oral session) errors to studants. 
* oppose right and wrong forms cf the mistaken itam. 
* hava the studant try to corract har/his own mistaka fir&t~ 
than hava hi&/har classmate& halpp before the teacher 
staps in if necaasary. 
* usa error& as an illustration fer classroom discussions. 
(p.:l.6/1'7) 
The problem however l&p as ha mentions it laterp that 
t hf:.~ !iii tud t\i11"l tmi 11 m«AY t\\~Vc\i1n l"l c::lt bt:lt.. ht\\~!'" tc:l l'"f!.~(;,\d w !'"it t.c\·~n c:: C)l'" J'"f;~c t: i t::ll"i!H; 11 • 
(p.27). This is a point whose cauaa and remedy we will deal with 
later in this &tudy. 
A few othar tac::hniquaa he suggast& aran 
a) Rivers' (1975) and Stacks' (1978) reference to grammar rules. 
Saa appendix # 3a. 
b) 1::1ob:J.nf:\~t t!:J;. ( :1. 11·12) ]. :l. i::; t. o·j' ·f' l"'fX·)qU«i)J") t f:i!Y" l"'Ol'"!ii; ·j' l'"Oln wh:J.c:: h W(\\·) 
should start correction. Bea appendix # 3b. 
c) Cchan'• (1975) chackli•t to ba used •• a ramindar alraady 
whan tha atudant• start writing. Baa appandix # 3c. 
<::I ) Dc:ln l l«vy ' lili ( :J. 97~::i) l i m; t C:l ·f' 11 c:I C:)1!ii 11 •~1n d 11 d c:ln ' t m; 11 w h~\·)l"l w r :i. tin~~ 11:1n 
eaaay. ••• appandix 3d. 
e) Knappa' (1972) and Friand's (1971) checklists. See appendixes 
:::;;<'iv <::\nd ::~; ·f' .. 
Further, Walz also proposes Valette's (1973) group 
composition technique for taachers who have a large numbar cf 
students and cannot grad• written work fraquently, 
Groups of fiva atudanta gat tcgathar to writa an assay. Th• 
teacher has le•• work because there are fewer papers and 
fewer errors to corract, In addition the students get oral 
practica by discussing tha assignmant in tha targat 
languaga. The group writ•• the finished product on a ditto 
ma&ter and reproduces it fer the entire class. (p.30) 
Then, she also talk• about gradingu 
••• Once group composition• have been evaluated by the 
clas•, &tudant• can than rank tham by prafarence, indicating 
their reasons (originality, accuracy cf ;rammarl1 These 
criteria become tha taachar'a valu•• in assigning a grada. 
Thia i• juat one more type of activity which, like thoaa 
described above, makes the writing cf a foreign language a 
more activa laarning axparianca.(p.32). 
A similar exampla is Witback'a (1976) suggastion that student• 
Howevar, Walz (ibid) also cppc&es that opinion by •ayingu 
Still according to Walz, Fan•wcrth (1974), auggasts that atudanta 
11 
,, .. (\\·)W , ... :i. t (¥.·) th fl:) .i. ,... p ii•\ p (\\~ ,, .. m; 11 t <::) b «i·) 1H;u I'"<+:) t !"11:.1 t t l"l (·!:·) y p J'" c:) ·t' i t ·t' ,, .. c:l m 
<::: <::l ,, .. I'"(;:·) c t i t:) n m; 11 ( p ,, :::!: :2 ) ,, 
Thaae suggestions made about writ.tan feedback and en 
writing in ganeral, fores ua to consider that wa should 
familiariz• cur studants with writing bafora they are tastad en 
it. This deserves a deeper analysis. 
* * 
* 
Raime•' paper coma• a• a r&al •upplemant to Walz'•~ to 
ahcw that if wa correct cur studanta' written work, they 
tharafcra naad to ba taught hew to write,, This tcgathar with 
ether oral activities in the cla••room will d&velop their •kill• 
fer formulating and expressing ideas~ arguing, debating, 
criticising and refuting,,,,. Very clearly, Raimas shews that 
speech and writing are two necessary components of the sama unit 
(communication),, Sha saysu 
Responding to one irate taxi drivar is one very useful 
communicative skillg axprassing ona's ideas on the tax 
propo•al in tha day'• news is another,, One line or one word 
will do for the former. Nothing lase than logical connected 
discourse will do for the latter. (p.1). 
(..~nd t<::) <::lo thc:1t 1, i:r.tudf~)nt.1~; i:r.hciuld bf.;) t.1~1u~Jht tr:l knclw th1:,1t 11 11 1:.111 
writers whan they compose make choices .•• A writer makes 
choices about content., organisation, worda, aantenc••~ 
::~; :1. 
mcd•l• •xaminaticn, paragraph writing according tc a modal, fr•• 
writing, simulation ;amaa ate" Discussion cf thecratical 
principle&, detailed analysis cf written text ••• and writing 
Raimas gc•• furthar to shew how cur attitude as 
11 co1'" l"'E'~c tc) ,, .. !::; 11 can !::; ti mu l ,~ t<e cl,... m .in~'~ :::; tud <;.'n t 1:s ·· <~~ f ·f o ,, .. t !:;; i' o ,,.. w ,, .. it :i. n; • 
W f::~ mum; t. ii:\ l w i:':\ y !;;; .. • " .I. c:> (::> k ii:\ t '''' p i <\i) c f.·:~ c:l ·1' w ,, .. :i. t :i. n ~;J 11:1 r::; iiA p i <;;) c:: f.\·) 
of mesaa;a conveying tha writar's idaae. Wa must by tha 
assi;nmant& wa craata, giva tha students tha opportunity to 
discover thair vcica. We damage that important 
readar/writer ralaticnahip if we pick cut in rad all the 
miatakas we can find and not raact to what the writer waa 
Wl'"itin<;;J ii:lb<::>Utu ( p .. :::;; ..... 4) u 
Than she continues to shew that writtan faadback en tha students' 
papers in the form cf commanta are battar than detailed word fer 
word correction. These comment& giva the atudants a frama cf 
refaranca for their growth. Sha therefore eugga&t& that 
11 <::: cmpom;i ti <::in tf.·:~i:\\<::: hf.\~I'"~;; l <::><:)k p I'" i mii:\ I'" i l y ·1' C:)I'" :i. df.·i)i!:\1;;; 1, n<::) t. ·f <::>I'" 
m :l. 1;:; t<::\ k f.\!1::; • 11 ( p .. ~;) . F t .. t r" t hf.t~ I'" r::; hf.\·) c:: <::ln ·f i rmr:~ hf!.~ r r::; t;:,1 tf;,,mf.;,•n t m;11:1 y :l. n g 
Tha composition with flair and <::>riginality, one that is 
raaching out to a raadar, ia a walccma raliaf avan if it hao 
-8 andinge all in tha wrong placa&. Hara is a writar, we 
say! and tha business of halping put the -9 in place appear• 
fii)i:':\1;;;y 11 ( p 11 .1. '7) " 
Another important suggestion Raimaa makes is to try to knew 
tha cut-of -schccl environment cf the child and saak to 
underst•nd the cause& cf hia/h•r miatak•• ac aa to give the most 
helpful correction. Raimes ia not for;atfwl of the claas size 
dimension of the problem. Sha propose• that short assignments be 
given to group& of students with the same problems, mo they can 
meek an•werm together. Th••• assignments should be short and 
easy to check. These range from~ 
* sentance combination axercise•u 
* combination of ahort kernel aentencas or decoding of long 
* controlled composition on discrete grammar points 
(pedagogical focus)~ 
* Fill in the blank with word& the atudanta have problem with 
* Rephraaing, expanding, frae writing ate .•• 
All this raquiras time, a lot of time. That i• what Raimea 
alludas to when sha saysu 
With all this additional work to be dona in a composition 
class en vocabulary, &palling, idiom, aantance error, 
rhatorical structure and organisation, teacher& might wall 
wondar why they are a&&ignad only an hour er two a weak for 
th:i.!::; mi:i\mmoth t;;,11;:;k.... ( p. :l.'7) 
Most importantly, tha author says about corracticn of errors 
many aolutions aa thare ara teachers, teaching stylas, laarnera 
;;,ind l (~:·1ii:\l'"n:l.n\;:1 m;ty l (ii~m;. 11 ( p. :l.'7 ) • 
But the best of all, says Paul Diderich as quoted by 
well, improves writ.in; more than any kind or amount of correction 
Cl'f' wh<:':\t 1::;/hf.'1~ dc:l<-::~m; b;1,1c:lly .. 11 (p .. :l.0). 
In summation, Raimes is in favor of teaching ESL 
mtudants how to write in English because it is necessary for 
communic•tion. Ona of th• b•st way to do it is not to frustrate 
tham by ovarcorractin; thair p•p•r•• th•t is word fer word 
dat•iled corracticn. Simil•rly• feedback to them should be 
positive •nd should be dona in groups with the taacher assisting 
«:\.I . .I. th~::·~ ~j l'"C::)U pm~ • 
Here, Smith •palls cut clearly the negative &ffect cf 
class size on correction and feedback in the c.l.assrcom. He saysn 
It stands out to reason tee, that a t&acher with one 
hundrad studants can read and react to their written work 
mere fraquently than a teacher with one hundred and fifty 
studants can. and that a studant in a class cf twanty will 
get a largar share cf th• airwavas during discussion than 
will a student in a class cf thirty five. (p.IX). 
Than, he mentions some ways to get around this problem cf class 
size auggesting pear-editing groups or having cthar trained 
teachers as aides. Walberg(1984) and Hillocks (1986), as quoted 
by Smith (1986), propose that there be problem-solving activities 
and grading homework. (p.3). 
Ancthar cf Smith's viawa ia that student& scmetimas de 
soma work that is net necassarily raad and avaluatad by th• 
teacher but by and fer the students themselves, fer practice. 
Smith is also aware that thera is no aasy &elution to 
the prcblam. Attampta (a& ha saya) hava baen made towards 
finding solutions, by tha NCTE (National Council cf Teachers cf 
English) since the fifties, sixties, seventias and eightiea 
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(p.XI) and still, thare is a lot of groping. Of course as Smith 
goes on to say, if cur goal in teaching is to hava students 
listen passively, memorize and raproduca, class size does net 
make a problem. But if &tudents ara expected to activaly 
participate and/or discuss, then, there is problem (see p.2-3). 
Especially about feedback, Smith believes that it is •c important 
that it should net be passed over (as unimportant). He says~ 
Thoughtful reading and feedback require much more time than 
this [spanding Just fiva minutes en avery paper which 
however, fer a class cf 80, already amounts to 8 hrs cf 
taachar's timaJ, for, axten&ive commenting is believed 
necessary for improvement in written work.(p.7). 
In addition to all this, Smith thinks it ia not enough 
to enumarat• th• probl•m• that ara h•r•by craat&d, but it i• al•c 
important, if we want to find viabla &cluticna, to consider what 
cur •valuation instrumants ara lik• (formal/informal, valua/value 
frae, quantitative/qualitative tests). Wa must also consider 
teachers' own attitudes and percaptions of tha students and that 
cf their own rola in the classroom and/er in the community or 
•chool. 
While Millard(77), Shapson et al. (79), Cotton and 
8avard(1990), Hedges and Stcck(1993), as shewn by Smith (96) 
indicate that class size can have a powerful effect on students' 
achievement, (Smith, p.2), Chang and Ogletree (79), as quoted by 
Smith (96), concluda that class size alone does not seem to be 
the issue. It has to be associated with the mode of instruction. 
(p.12). Small and large classes both have thair advanta;a• and 
disadvanta;as.(p.14). 
In brief, in him analymia, Smith shew& that class size 
ham been a problem in all times and places. Thcu;h attitudes and 
opinions about these advantages and disadvantages vary 
considerably amongst individuals, he seems to support the view 
that clams size has a dramatic impact en students and teachers in 
term& cf correction and feedback. He therefore suggests a few 
strategies that we might want to consider a bit deeper in cur 
search fer solutions. 
* * 
* 
~;;)ii:\ I'"'"" h w ;\\\I'" m; h ;\\\ u (\f) r F 1::~ i:::: ED l"I (..~ l\I ii ( :!. (r !!!l '7 ) • EsJi.Uiii)::l.PrJJ:Jj,nJ,:,:1 .... :t;,_(_;:t ... J!)k .. °.\;;J.,H:;.IJ:.'.~.n.J;, ... '. . .Jii.i. 
w..r: .. j· ... t.;J, . .1::\.\:J ... \' ... 
In this beck, Fraedman tacklam the difficult problem cf 
faadback, espacially in the ccntaxt cf students' writing. Sha 
cpans up tha topic quoting Carpentar, Bakar and Scott, who, as 
<:.;),'!:\I'" 1 y ""' m; :J. c;o::::: t h<::lug ht t h<i:I t th(\\~ q U(\\~m; ti c:ln D f 11 Hc:lw 1::; h.w111 t-J ,, .. :i. t t(;;)J"l 
work be criticized, i• ens cf the most important in the whole 
problem cf teaching English. Upon the value cf criticism, 
success in teaching composition finally depends (p.:J.). 
On pages 4-5 she clearly dafines what feedback (er 
response) enccmpassas. Fer her, response includes mcra than tha 
written comment&. It include• peer-reapcn&e, discussion in 
group&, reactions to comments etc. Actually, as she mention• en 
page 33, aha believes that studants' own evaluation and/or 
sharing ara a clue to success. Thus, thay need to be taught how 
to de it. If they know how to de it, they will de it as wall as 
their taachars, particularly if they de it in groups. 
The idea cf group-work, collaboration, support and 
ccnfidanca does not only work whan writing a draft. .I. 'l'.'. i::\ l m;o 
works in giving feedback. Hcwevar regarding faedback, she thinks 
that there is a point that cramps its valua. As noticad, in tha 
classroom environment, giving written feedback creates a double 
frustration. Students are frustrated to see their papers all 
atudmntm nevar conaider their mark• and remarks aaricusly enough. 
In this case a compromine is to be found scmawhera. 
Before mhe movas any furtherµ she also gives mcma reason• 
why student& never really take the teacher'• remarks nericusly. 
In composition, comments, remark& and marks almost always depend 
on the reapcnders taste. Thin obliges the student• to write 
according to the teacher that they hav• every succeeding year. 
1:::: n (.:;J 1 i 1::; h :1. m; , ... (fa' ii:\ l 1 y (;:·1ii:\1Hi y 11 ' c:: ii:\ um; fii) :l. t i m; (\\!ii:\ m; y t c:) (,;J fX·) t ii:\ (;;J c:) C) d 
grade, if you knew what the teacher wants. Sc that's what 
I've been doing, you knew, all through grammar school and 
high school. You Just like, you know, in your fir•t papar 
c:)I'" m>clm(\\·1t.hin<;;J you WI"' i t.c,':·1 11 ,:,1nd th(\flY w:.l.11 1;;;;;,\y 11 11 Oh you 1::;hou l d do 
th:l.mi 11 (::ll"' yc::lu i::;hc:>t.\ld dl::l thim) 11 ;;,ind yt:lu \~~c:) 1, 11 Uh hi::\, I knt:lw wh1::1t:. 
th«wy w1::1n t ~ 11 1::1nd th~1,1 n y<::)u j umit WI'" i tv.;1 thf:~1 Wi:':IY thfi:1y Wi:':\n t. ii:\nd 
t. hi-::1y (.:.J c:i , 11 D1•"c.:,,1 ,;:1 t ! i:::: N c 011 l l <;.:vn t w , ... :i. t :i. n \~ .. 11 ,, ,, ,, Y (:;)U hii:\ v<~:1 ii:\ n <~~w 
t(\\v,::1c i"l(\\v ,... ;;,\n d t hf.\·)Y 1 :l. k f:~1 t. h :l. 1H;.. ~::l<::l yclu m>ii:I y 1, 11 Cl k ii:\ y 11 I ' 11 put 
th1r:1t .1.n my w1"·:i.t:l.n<;~" 11 f.·~nd tl"l<·l.·)Y jui;:;t lov€1,1 yi::iu ·f'C:ll'" .i.t.. But 
then~ yc:iu end up in collage, and you don't know how to write 
for yourself. You Just write for othar paople. (p .. 2), 
Anothar aspact &he mantioned was that respcnae to atudents 
should be to reaaaure and halp them build confidence in 
:::::'7 
themsalvaa aapecially in tha baginning. Thia has a graat impact 
en the students. A twelfth grade bey in her research testifies 
i:i\ m; ·f' C::l l l U\.o\tm; n 
ever ancountered in high school. Sha gives ccnatuctiva criticism 
with<:lut i:':\tt,;;1ckin~.~ m!:e), 11 (P .. 21::l). 
A teacher also involved in the study made a point that 
also highly addressas cur concern in this project. 
I came to recognize that sharing and avaluating naad to be 
separatad •.• I have found the traditional method cf 
response, meticulous correction cf errors and evaluative 
grades seldom works. 
(.., m; h fa\' m; fi.·) p ii:\ !'" 1::1 t fl:·) m; 11 i::; h 1;,1 I'" i n (,:;J 11 ""'' n d '' tfil v c':':\ l u ii:\ t :l. Cl n 11 h fi.·) ,:,1 l m; o r:;; fii) p ,.,,, , ... ,.,,\ 'l':. (fa' 1::; 
students confront and widen their views en what they are doing, 
during the writing (or any written act1v1ty) is significantly 
mcra halpful to atudant& than raspcnse after a piece cf writing 
(P. 59), Thia gives full weight to what Freedman 
group, teachara believed that the most effective response to 
final varsicna comes in individual teacher-led ccnfarencea and 
peer groups followed by atudant aalf- aaaeaamanta •••• with grades 
com :l. n (,:.~ l '''' 1::; t ... 11 ( P .. ~:.11::i ) 
* * 
* 
:::~i::i 
e1 ....... 1::~J:'..i;i\.!;;;_t:.tJ;;; .. ii;\.J ..... J;i..Yrl.t.h.tii1..liii..,:!, .. i11; ....... P.:.t' ........ G.Ll!'.::.1'.::.v,i;~.!::l.:.L. .Y...;j, __ !iii..W..mi. .. 11 ••• 
In this chapter, Horvath also deals with faadback. Ha opans 
by describing tha frustration and inaffactivanass taachars fael 
when they mark etudants' papers. Then he makes a clear 
distinction between summative •valuation which ccnaists cf~ 
datermining a paper's grade, writing commants to explain 
and Justify that grade, daciding how well a papar measures 
up to ona's axpectations, .•• in short paseing Judgment and 
l'"ii:lnk:J.n(;;J 11 
and formative evaluation where hie concern lias. Formative 
evaluation ae he eaysn 
ie intant on halping student• improve their writing 
abilitiea, It approach&& a paper, not in term ec what has 
baan dona, but what nead& to ba dona, what can ba done ••• 
net to judga, but to identify problems and pcaaibilitia& 
(McDonald, '78 as quotad by Horvath, p. 269), 
Formative avluaticn dee& ona cf tha fellowing eavaral cf 
question, to ramind or tc assign. 
H• al•o mak•• it claar that th• diffaranca that ;caa batwaan 
summative and formativa •valuations, alee gcas batwaan product 
and procesa approaches to writing. Thua, he aaya that formative 
evaluation ia basad en tha aeaumption that atudente will laarn 
·f' I'" c:im t. h (·:;·1 i ,... m :i. m> t ii:\ k f.\·) m; • Th (;;.1 , ... f::1 ·f' o , ... f.\·1 11 q u c:) tin (;J i::; om mf.·:·) 1•" 1;;; 11 hf.\·~ m; ii:\ y m; 11 w hi!:\ t 
one says about a text as product differs from what ona says about 
thii:\t t(\(•))-('l';, li:I!::> Pl'"OC(\\~i!!>i!iiu u u 11 (Pu '.;;:~69) 
New having diffarant aims whan avaluating in formative 
avalauticn (that is, during papare in procass), Horvath suggasta 
that the teacher ha• a hierarchy of concern• and cbjectivea and 
thus provides the students with firat cf all, su;;esticns about 
large-scale problems like content, focus, organization and 
purpcse. Later in the term/year, the teacher can tackle details 
like transition, style, mechanics which <;;J('i.~nfi:ll'"<'i:\l ly ''do not 
interfere with comprehension.''. He himself concludes as fellows 
''In 1:L,hc:>J'"t~1 <::\ t:ol<\711'",::incE~ ·f'oJ'" f:,,r·rc:ir mu1::;t bE~ c::ultiv<'i:\tf:"lc:I :i.n both 
1::;tudf!:1n t.1:; ;:,1nd inm;t.ruc: t.01· .. 1::; 1, 11 ii~nd i£:\dd1::; ·f'u1•"thf:;·1J'" th ii:\ t (\·:·)J'"rCJ'"1iii 11 mu1::; t b11::1 
treated as oc:c:asicns fer learning.'' (p. 270) Besides as Cowan 
aays, nc text is perfac:t. Almcat any text c:culd be made mcra 
Thia argument is further supported by Joseph Williama 
( 11:11;;; quct<\\·ld by Ho1"·v,::1 th) wh«:·:1n h~·:·1 1::;<"::1ym; ~ '' m<"::1ny 't.(·ll'"J"'OJ'"1iii' :i. ·f un l <::lc:ik<'i.·ld 
for, would not ba fc:iund. Thay occur in publiahed prcsa regularly 
1,:1nd bcth<011"· n<::l cn«:;i.'' (p .. ::;::'74) 
Likewisa, ha alac raccmmands that tha taac:har ba mcra diract 
but pracisa in his comment• (p. 271) if aha wants tham tc be 
I"'(\\·) ii:\<::: h i n <.~J u Un l i k<fa1 ~::lm:l. th 1, H<::ll"'V<'i:\ t. h 11:1<::ldm;:: '' T<::l<::l mu<::: I"\ c omm<11·1n t i m; 
ccunterprcductiv•• too many helpful remark• serva finally to 
confuse, frustrata and daprasa studanta unsure which aspects 
needs attention.'' (p.2'72). Teachers should equally beware not to 
substitute themselves for the students or confuae tha students 
:l. I"\ :i. t :i. ii:\ t i v «::·1 m; ii:\ n d t h <'i:l :i. ,,.. c;) w J"\ :l. d f.;1 "''' :t ·f' <::i 1·· ~ 11 c: ci mm<;:~ n t:. m; t h i:,1 t d <::l i:':\ 
atudent's work for her shculd be avoided.'' (ibid). Horvath 
agraes with Faulkerson, Knoblauch, Brannon~ Sommers and Larson 
w h ~:~ n t:. h ~;;) y c: "'' u t. :i. on t:. i::111,1 t::: h t;;11"· 1::; 11 11:1 ~.~ i!:\ :i. n m; t:. q t;\·! n (fl) 11" :i. <::: t:. y pf!.·! <::i ·f' ,, .. «::1 m> po n 1::> (·::·i m; 1, 
against respcnding outside the assignments' context, against 
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locking for things which war• not askad for, against 
pl'"f.':)conc c;;·ip'l':.ionm;" " ., 11 I l"l m;hc::ll'" t 11 .:\\m; Hc::)l'"V<;:\ th i;;;um1;;; t..tp 11 11 <:::ommc·:·i)n tm; mum;t 
be"" m;tudc:/jnt <:i\1::; W<\\·111 .::1m; tfi.o))·:t 1;:>p0~c:i·t'i<:::" 11 ( p .. ::,:~'7'.::':~) .. 
(.~ c:: f!.·1 ,, .. t ii:\ :i. n 11 c:: l :i. m ii:\ t (Ii:! c:> ·f t I"' u 1;:; t i m; «;" m; m fi.o) n t .i. i:i\ l 11 :i. I"\ t h C\\·) c l 1;,, m; 1;;; ,, .. <:J c:l m 
and posit.iv• feedback is mere conducive to learning than negative 
er absanc• of faadback. Howavar, avoiding nagativa faadback in 
favor only of positiva faedback is net realistic.. Understanding 
hew to raccncile cna's role ae an motivator with one's rcla aa a 
critic and a grader (evaluator) is what it is all about.. Thanca 
Horvath, aftar Gr•; Cowan 11 instructa avaluatcrs to play all thr•• 
In •hortp Horvath i• trying tc ahcw tha valua cf format.iv• 
•valuation and damonatrata that it goa& along with aelactive, 
raalistic and positive feedback. Along th• sama line, he also 
mentions tha importanca cf taachars' attituda and goal in 
responding to atudants' written work.. Taachers, ha concludes, 
have to play the thrae dif farent roles when they avaluata thair 
1;;; t 1 ..1 cl t:i·i n t. m; .. 
* * 
* 
I< ii:\ t ll!I t I'" Ii:\ fl 11 t:) y c ((f) !I f!.l t ii:\ :1. ( :l. (:y i::l "1 ) " I.h~:L..Jm::r .. :f.~iU:.:.: ... t;JJ)L ... P.t ... J::~f!,:1.!ii~J.'.:: ...... .1;;;:.Y.iJ!t:L~.,\.i:'.~.:.t;j .. J.:.:u:L.. ... PD .. 
f:~J;,,J;,J ... tu~t!i.? ....... ::1::j;_:.u'.)l.i~U::.1;.:I ....... W.r: ... :~ ... tj..J1~1 ...... ii•\.!'.:l..GL .... W .. r . ..:i .. j;,j, __ !1!;.;l ....... !:::: .. :u,\.!)~.!1G.Y ........ P . .'.1.'. ... N ... i .... D.t, .. l::.1 ....... t;ir:.i!::H.:.:.l.~:~1 • 
...... i;;>..:t,J .... !,.!;;J.!:~J..D .. t.iJJk..11 ... 
Thi& papar raport.a a raaaarch on tha impact of paer 
avalaut.icn on attitude toward writing and incraasing f luancy. 
Tha research w•• conductad in aavan ninth grada cl•••••· Kat.atra 
"1·1 
and her colleagues agree with most of what has already been 
mentioned about teacher papar marking habits, students writing 
difficulties, the naw attituda and climate, and the importance of 
faedback in tha classroom. Thase few sentences will give us an 
idea cf their position 
This kind cf word by word writing (worrying ovar 
mechanics spelling and form) probably destroys fluency'' (Calkins~ 
' El::::; 1, p • ::;;; ::;;; ) ,;,\ 1;;; q u o t. «i·l d by I< ii:\ t 1;;; t ,, .. ,:,\ . Fu ,, .. t h €\·! ,, .. 1, 1::; h «il m fi.·l n t :l. c:i n 1;;; :: 11 • • • ii:\~;; 
teachers respond pcsitivaly, students who are scared cf writing 
b <'!.~ <,:.:) i n t o :l. n c r «':)ii:\ m; <\\·l t h (\\·l l f.l·! n <;;J t h c:l ·f t hf.\) :l. r· fi.) ·f ·f' o r tr,;, .. " " 11 ( E< (\\·) 1:\\ v wi! n ' 7 7 ) 
as quoted by Katstra ('87p p .. 139),, 
motivate students to write more'' (Katstra 'B7p p .. 168) 
:i: t i ~ii c'i:\ l 1!!it::) <;.a (~)t::ld to fYlf.\~l"l t :i. C:)l"l p I<.::\ t rn; t I'" ii~ • m; i cl (\\·)ii:\ t h1T:\ t II t h«I.) p«Y:)(\i~ r 
Thum; 1, 
·1' c::i 11 <:Jw i.n <;.:J Bf:il&\ v«::·ln ( 77) hfi.·l 1u;u(;~(;.a«::l!\i> t\;;; th ii:\ t '' 1;.1m; th€\l d yn ;;,1m i c 1;;; o·f' thr1.1 
small group continues to workp peers develop a sanse of trust, 
<.~a l'"<:lup inc:: l ui::lm;:l. t::ln !I m;uppt::ll'"t .J:1nc:I .:,1cc::«:;!ptii:\nC(\\\' .. '' ( I b:i.c:l 11 p" :l.6~;.\) " 
'' I n c t::l n (::: l u 1;;; i c:l n th f!:! , ... «~l m; (\\)ii:\ I'" 1::: h f :i. l"l d :l. n 1,:.:11:1> 1::;u <;;J (;.:J «:;~ 1;;; t. t. h 1,·,, t. w r· :i. tin 1,:;J 
teachers might use peer evaluation groups to c:levalcp positive 
,;,1ttit.udv.·:·!m; t.<::)We:\l'"dm; w1•"itin<;J .. 11 ( p .. :l.7.1.) 
Thia conclusion by Katstra herself, is aalf-ccntained. 
* * 
* 
,J <'i:I m (0) 1::; F~ i:\\ th m; (·!:) t i:!I l " • ( .1. 9 i::l '7 ) " ~.;Lt::.{~H.:.l.;l. .. n.~1 .... .i::::.r:.P.tlJ.JiUD.1\\UL .. D . ...f.D.{~tt:.\:;.~:,~.r: C:) ·f' 
1~; .. PJ!.HJ.l.UDJJ::;_{:)\.'.t.;J.PD 
Thia analyaia ia ancthar study raaearchars in a midwast 
Univaraity in the USA .. It deals with the ·problem cf aas1gn1ng 
grad&& and lad tc th& identification cf premising practices that 
may be uaed by beth teachers and students tc ameliorate acme cf 
the difficulties experienced in the field. 
Right from the beginning the authors state clearlyn 
11 P , ... <::) b l <\\~mm; .::1 ,, .. i 1:s :l. n <;;J ·f' ,, .. <::) m <;J i v i n <;;; <;l ,, .. ii:I d ('i:) \!ii •'i:\ ,, .. (·iil ,, .. C) o t fi:l ci :l. n c cm mun .i. c: ii:\ t. i <::in 
i' ,y,1 i l u ,, .. fX·) m; b (ill t w f.\~ q;.~ n i n 1iii t I'" l .. l <::: t. <::l ,, .. m; r.:1 n d 1::; t t .. l d f:·:·l n t 1H> .. 11 ( p " :J. ::::: ::::: ) "I" hf:·:) y ii:\ l m; (::l 
1'i:\ ·JI ·f' i , ... m t h ii:\ t 1:~ t t .. l d (\i) n t m; 11 (;:: c:) u l d ,:,1 s m <~~ 1H; m; t h (·:\11 1 ,,.. c:l w n w <::l I'" k ii:\ m; v •'i:\ l :l. d l y 1':':11u; 
t:. h (\\·) i I'" i nm; t ,, .. u c 'l':. c:l ,, .. m; d <::l " 11 ( p .. :!. :::!: :::!: ) .. F' <::) ,,.. th ii:\ t 11 :!. n m; t ,, .. u c t c:l ,, .. m; h "'' v <\1!1 
simply to teach thair studants th• atanciard used in detarmining 
~;J l'"•':':\d(fa1 !!ii 
11 
.. ""(..~m; 1::;tudf~)ntm; i::1tt<0lmpt 't:o 1::1pply thf:t) inm;t1•"ucto1· .. m;' 
atandards to assignments similar to the cnas they are working en, 
t h f.il y 1::1 r (\\·) l i k (\\~ l y t Cl l 11:;) ii:\ ,, .. n mo ,, .. ~i1 <::: l (ii) ii:\ ,, .. l y t h <'!.~ ,, .. u 1 <1'1' m; o ·f' t h (i·:~ <;;J 1::1 m f:i·1 .. 11 
(p11:1.35), Thia mathcd howaver, ash• <;;JC•& en to say. ha• a 
d l'"ii:\Wbi:\\I::: k II lt might be ••en as irresponsible cf tha teacher& .. 
Two ways are tc be mada expl:i.citu the numarical ;rada 
o ,,.. 11 <:1 ,, .. :i. t h m fi:l t :!. c:: '"' :l <.~J r.:> ,, .. :!. t h m 11 11 m ;;,, d ~1.i r.:) ·!' ;;,1 d d f.i·1 d po :l. n t 1::; <;;J :i. v f.f) n t <::) p I'" «i11 <::: i m> <fa' 1, 
diacrata items in the paper (no mat.tar what type) and the 
ho l .1.1::; t .i. c::: <;.:JI'" .::\d 1;:·) t h1::1 t t h<\·~Y c::: i::1 l l 11 :i. n tu :i. t :i. Vf:tl 11 " Hf::·) 1•"1;;.1 t hf::.1 :1. n 1::; t l'"l .. lC:: to, ... 
might ba mere at demand bacause, with subjactivity involved in 
the gradin<;;i, there is nead fer mere professional Judgment" 
However they mention that frcm the:l.r prev:i.cus wcrk (Rath& 1983) 
c;;J I'",;;\ d i n c;:i ii~ m; i pm;<::> ·f' ,,.,\ t::: t <::> u l"l ·f' i:':\ :l. I'" " '' ( p .. :!. :::::I.I- ) " 
Nevertheless, they continue~ 
• • for grading to be perceived aa fair at the aame time 
that it takes into account the necesaary subjectivity of the 
proceas itsmlf, instructors must take care tc communicate 
their expectati<::>ns and standard to thmir students •••• In a 
sense instructors must communicate their intuitions to the 
intuition of their students. (p .. 134). 
Another interesting point that they mention is that 
grades en papers, 
may play formative and summative roles.. Tc the extent they 
provide students with clues as tc how tc improve, they are 
decidedly formative. As they are averaged into tha final 
gradas' accounting, thay take a summativa tings .. (p .. 134). 
Along with it, thay also prcpcsa that the students be 
givan the opportunity to rawrite tha assignment if the first 
grades ara too bad. 
* * 
* 
bl.h.P ....... \:.:1.i::::\.Y ... J,;.bJ:::\.t; ....... ~.::.:.P.t:J.'.:~f,1~.G; .. ·\~,J .. n.q ...... .J!t~ .. t·,.1 ... \.G.l.Ji~.n .. t;.m\ ... '. ...... blx::.J ... ·~j ... .11~.:.~ ....... J ... Ji.ii ..... §:\ ...... ~~.m\1'.~ .. t;.~ix~ .... Gtt ...... t . .Arn.~»~ .... ! .. . 
This piaca of opinion about correction is a reaction 
articla tc another articla, in the Japanese Language Teacher's 
Magazine (Apr. '98). Tc start, Webb makes it claar to the raader 
pointing cut students' miatakea and having the students correct 
them themselves'' (The language teacher, April '88, p. 29). Then 
he gives three reasons why &tudenta' mistakes should be 
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carafully if thay know that thair work will be correctad, and 
convar&aly, thay are le•• careful about grammar, &palling and 
·f :l. l"l <'i:\ 11 y, 11 \r:; tt .. ld (\iln t \::; w ht::) Y"(\\\'"~ 11 y W<'i:\n t t<::) l (fa'iiil 1"·n En\\~ l i m; h, u m;u1::1 l l y l :l. k i:~· 
b «v) i n (;.i c:: C:) ,, .. I'" <ii~ c '\'.'. <«·) d , p ,, .. <::l v :l. d <'!.·) d :i. t :l. in~ d DI"\ iii! m1 (1:i) n 1::; :l. t i v «11 1 y 1::1 n d k i I"\ d l y " 11 
( p " ::::~9) 
Wabb cbvicu&ly dcaan't line up with meat writing 
th•ori•t• nowaday•, who by advocating the proce•• approach to 
writing, think that all mietakaa need not be ccrractad at tha 
•ama tima" He, him&alf, point• it outn 
Tha curr•nt vcgu• amongat the•• who writa and •paak about 
EFL i• to •ay that it dee• net matter if there ara a let of 
mistak•• in a studant's writing bacausa th• purpose cf 
writing •hculd ba aclaly to axpre•• idaas, but I think meat 
studants who are interested in learning English would 
disagree with thi•. Fer them, tha purpc•e cf writing in 
English i• beth to express their idaas and to imprcva thair 
English ...... (p .. 29). 
He ccncludas stating that if atudants want to use and 
write corract and beautiful English taachers are obliged to point 
cut and explain the mistakes that they make .. 
Hew all that can be done is another point he briafly 
touched en. He saystt 
It may be tedious to point out the same common mistakes 
again and again but eventually most students who are 
motivated and intaraatad will •top making tham, especially 
if wa just undarline the miatakem ••• It may ba necaaaary to 
point cut the same mistak•• many, many times before they 
disappear. (p, 29) 
In a word, unlike other writers, Webb thinks that 
students should be corrected en all the mistakes they make 
especially when they are ccmmcn. But teachers should net 
overlook the human dimension of the correction they bring to 
th<\;) :i. ,,.. 1:;; tud €·:"n t 1H; • 
* * 
* 
l'1 i t::: h .::\ <i·i! l F~ fa\' d ·f' i f.\" l i::I 1, ( l <r i::l B ) " !;~;.Y..i.(:\l.\,...\.i\:L(;j, __ pJJ. ..... i:ilDJ.:.J. ....... Qr:.i(:l.~.J .. ~, D.Gl .• 
In this ••say. Redfield has a skeptical attitude 
toward• •valuation as :i.t is done today in our claasrcoma. and its 
bias towards grades. There ia • aa ha says, informal evaluation 
going en in the daily classroom management and lesson planning 
and implmentation. But formal evaluation leading tc a grade, 
seems tc have been the most current practice to date. This 
·f'orm<::1l !((·1Vii:1lU<':':1ti<::)n :l.m; wh,·:,1t h1:;1 pointm; out i::11H; 11 d:i.·f'·f:i.t:::ul t ;:~nd 
dangerous and detrimental to the students 11 (p.20), particularly in 
a foreign languaga laarning contaxt. 
(..~ 1H; ,;:1 I'"!\\·! m; LI 1 t t h fa! I'" «;1 :i. m; 11 c: c::) m p !\i! t :i. t: i <:;) n I'" ii:\ t h f.\·1 1r· t h ,.,,, n 
<::: o C) p !\\" ,, .. ,·:·:1 t i 1:l n :i. n t. h !\\·! c 1 ;;,\ m; m; rt::)<::) m 11 1, w h !fa' ,, .. <·:i! ,.,~ m; • 11 :1. 1::1 n \;~ u ii:\ <.;:J <fa' ( i n h :i. 1Hl t t;:" I'" mm; ) 1, 
is acquirad through social activity, in groupa and in a 
community ••• Compatition dividaa tha clasa and can lead tc mere 
able (or ambitioua) students scrambling for grades with lass able 
m~ tu c:I !\~1 n t m; \;I i v :i. n c.;~ u p • 1' ( p " :::!: 0 ) .. "I" h «·» I'" ci» ·f' <::l I'" i»i h t0i u~ u t;,1 \;~ ii~ 1iii t. m> t h •'i:\ t ·11 i:~ I'"~:\~ i 1;.1 n 
1 <i:\ n 1;;J u .::11.:.:1 il.·1 t !f.·1;,:11::: h :1. n 1;;J !ii! vii:\ l u ;;,1 t:. :i. C:l n b «;~ 11 u n d f!.~ ,, .. t:. i:':\ k C\ii l"l w :1. t. h m·1 N t ,, .. cf.,' m 1:1,1 c:: ;;,1 u t :1. <::l n 1, 
and if pcssibla, avoided altcgethar. 11 (p.29/30) Reasons ha gives 
ii:\ ,, .. f.;) t h <:':\ t 1 <:i\ n \;~ u I:':\<,;~ ~:·:·) 1 (\;) <Y:\ ,, .. n :.l. n (.;:) 11 b «·» :i. n \;~ ·j' u n c:I <!:\ m f.\~ n t <:':\ 1 1 y n on ..... <\ii c <':\\ d (;:~ m i c:: 11 :i. t 1:;; 
avaluaticn should be different from the evaluation cf ether 
multiple choice exams, does that mean that the EFL instructor 
If acquisition is the gcal, he 
continue&, cthar form• cf evaluation that fester cooperation 
If grades are the goal, we shouldn't be 
surprised to witnaaa ccmpatiticn, unraadineas to collaborate and 
therefor•, some students falling off" 
Thia mentality , as he shows, is a legacy cf th• 
tradition cf achccl. 11 D l"l «·:·) c:) ·1' t h«·i) ,, .. i:;) i:':\ m; o l"l m; :i. m; th 1::1 t m; c:: h (::i o 11::1 by 
their very nature are ccnaervative 11 (p.30) That attituda also 
&tams from tha raquiremant of the outsida world work-market, 
th• racommandaticna that are mad• deriva from that" Bo it is 
However, Redfiald ramaina raaliatic to sayn 
With praaaura from tradition, hiararchy and bueinase to 
maintain the current grading system, it ie a bit idealiutic 
to axpact an axcapticn to ba mads fer fcraign language 
classas •.. Comprcmisas have to be mada.(p. 31) 
Thereupon, he went to make some practical suggestions 
of which wa' 11 just mantion the laatn 
A final ayatam ia tha 'base plus plus outaida projacts' 
aystem" Assign all the students who attend class ragularly 
a minimum grade, may a ·c·. Than~ give added credit to 
theme who complete outside projects, much as book reports. 
This allows students. . desirous of higher marks to work 
tnwArrl~ thPm whilP At ·t·!~P ••111•• ~~111(• ··1:1·1·1·1·1-1•~·1·1-1("J ("J1p•11·i• 
" " " " "' " '" jl " • • ' '" " " " I '" "" (., I ~... \., ,;., "' !I \,,, , , , , I , , (,<\ \., , , .~• ,',' (,, " ~ ... 
prassure from the classroom itself.(p.31). 
In a nutshell, Redfield thinks the grade factor has 
1.1.7 
made the teaching/learning too stiff and unhandy. He, therefore, 
opts fer another avaluation strategy that does away with formal 
grades and batter fosters language learning. 
* * 
* 
Though Hahn at al. basically focus en oral production, 
which is not cur major focus in this study, a few things that 
t h(fa'Y rn;ii:\ y i:':\ pp l y "'"' m; w~'·) l l tc:) \AJ ,,.. it :i. n <,;:J • T h1;:~ :i. 1·· mi;:\ :l. 1·1 q u«;,•1;:; ti on i m; 1, '' I~;; 
grading in tha form cf points counted in the students' final 
evaluation, a motivator er incentive to work harder during oral 
ti:\C ti Vi t.i f.\•)!!i;? 11 
They conducted a survey in which two groups cf 
baginning Garman students wera studiad, ona gradad, and thn cthar 
net, (on their oral performance) over a pariod of six months. 
They camn to exactly tha mama considnrations as the procass 
approach writing advocates, recommending ''the use cf strategies 
especially constructed to further authantic communication in an 
atmoephara in which corraction is limitad to those raspcnses 
which fail to communicate'' (p. 242). But in doing so, as Webb 
take such activity ser1cualy sine• thay de not count en th• 
Ql'"i:l\dfi:) .. 11 (ibid) .. 
If en th• ether hand, th••• oral activitie& were all to 
f raquent and structured cppcrtunitiea to uae the lan;uaga 
meaningfully might be enough in thamselvas, has baan rainforcad 
by the rasult& of the study'' (p. 246), and so proposed that 
1
' C:) t hfi.·l I'" ·f' 01"'tn\::; o·f' c J. ,::1\::;~:;1'"DDm ·1' fi:)l-lild bii:\C k <::1n d :l.1 .. 1 ·t' o l'"flli!:\ l &\\irl\ii>f:il\::;m;mc·::)n t o ·f' 
pr·c:~c.;1 l'"(-,·)m;1::; m11:1y pl'"CVf.\~ mc:,rf.fl pi"'<::)duc t:i. VC'i1) 11 ( p" 21.1·'?) " 
The point in Hahn et al'• analysis (cf oral production) 
ia as Redfield ('88) au;;aated fer writing, that when dealing 
with communicative language teaching, we must uaa communicative 
Thia alac antaila ;ivin; and 
receiving ccmmunicativ• feedback .. 
* * 
* 
In this article, Tarry addresses the raascna why 
l•arnin; to writ• in a aaccnd langua;a ia important .. :I: n '\':. i"li!:\ t !I i"Hf:~ 
cites Magnan (1985) saying= 
There ara two basic purpo••• fer writing in th• 
sacDnd/foraign language classroom~ as a support skill (claas 
and homework exarcises to practice grammatical forms and 
structures, vocabulary and spelling)~ and as a ccmmuniativa 
skill (to inform, relata, question, parsuada, etc.) (p. 43). 
Th••• two poles, tD paraphrasa Tarry, are the two and& 
cf the continuum in developing writing &kills (p. 43). Betwean 
t h <·:\·) m; C\·:·) E·l n c::l 1::; !• t h C\\~ I'" i;;l <::\ I'"«·:) m; ti::\<;;) c:;,,• 1;;; !I f.':) <::\ c::: h o f w h i c h '' w i l. l i n v o l v <·i:·l l <·ii) m; 1;:; 
and less taacher control and mcra and mere substantive content 
.:~nd lcf.·)n<;;Jth. 11 ( p .. .1.1.~'.'.\) .. 
Hence, he enumarates a series of activities that could 
help achieve the purpose cf communication. These range from note 
taking, completing forms, writing notes, (providing essential 
information), correspondence, tc formal papers .... ) (p. 44). At 
the same time these activities can help as a support activity for 
what the student learned in clas&. Fer example, narration cf a 
social activity that a student participated in some time before 
the axerci&e could lead to the practice cf the pa&t tense. A 
real postcard to a friend, telling him/her about the student's 
future plans for Christma& could help usa the immediate future 
f::~tc" ( p .. .1.1.;;) .... ·'7) .. 
In the second part cf his analysia, Terry hits the 
thorny problem cf evaluating writing, and like Smith, avokes tha 
amount of time spant marking papars, bacau&a teachars think 
11 w I'" :i. t tf:;~n w<:l I'" k c::: ""' l l m; ·f' <::>I'" m<;;~ tic: u l ou m; ( i~\l"i d t t\\~d i ou m; ) <::: <::l 11" l'"<i:,•<::: t :i. on 11 1' 
,,,, n d y ('!.·) t ii:\ I'"((':) '' m;f~) l d 0 m I'" f:':) w <'i:\ I'" c::I (·Y.~ d l::i y imp I'" 0 v (;'.·) d 1H\ tu c::I ('!.·) n t. p C:i:) r ·f' C:l , ... m ,.,,, n <::: E':) 0 n 
m;l .. l bm;c;;~q LI<·:.,1n t t;;11;;; km; • '1 ( p. 4i::i ) ,, 
Then ha makes clear tha two alternatives fer correcting 
and grading papars. The first is di&crete point scoring, which 
is easy~ quick , objective and Justifiable. (p. 48) .. Thi& type 
of &coring applias tc the writing activities that ara meant tc 
support classroom learning. 
~!.\O 
The second is the holistic scoring for more 
communicative writing. Right away, he want to appaase taachars 
1::;1,':1yin<;J :: 
Research has shown that holistic scoring of students written 
work can be as effective, if not mora effective, than 
objective discrete-point scoring techniques, and that it 
offers a very strong measure of validity and reliability ••• 
(p. 48 quoting from seven other authors). 
readers assigning a single grade based en the total impression 
Tc help the grader& avoid falling prey to many cf the caueee 
cf the diversity cf Judgement amcng graders er amcng paper& 
evaluated by one grader, a scoring guide should ba &palled 
out :l. n i:i\d Vi:':1n c:: ~:·:). 11 ( p. 49) . 
Tarry alee manticn& ancthar type of grading prccedura, tha 
·1 ,, • 'L <Y:\l"l<::\ .. Y'i.:.l.C<':':\' 1ui c c:l ,, .. :!. n <,:~ • '' I t i n v <::l l v (·i.·) m; 1u~ (fa\ p <ii\ J'" 1::1 t :l. l"l <,:.:) tha various features 
cf a ccmpcsiticn intc individual components fer scoring 
(p. 51) He proposes Haatcn's scoring grid (1975) 
which is as tcllcws~ s 
.<:l 
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" ...) ,,;:;;: 
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···I· 
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The text would than ba read as many timas as needed to satisfy 
all tha critaria/itams manticnad en th• grid. 
In his analysis, Terry made it claar to us that the ESL 
classroom teachers should net dread corracting and grading their 
studantm' writtan production& for 1) thay naad to laarn to writan 
and 2) way& can ba found tc maka tha marking er granding lass 
insidious or tedious. 
Discrata points scoring is one way and holistic 
multiple scoring, based on an agreed-upon grid, is another. This 
last solution can be richly axploited in the context of large 
classes as is the case in Cota d'Ivoire. 
* * 
* 
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This is a document produced by the Canter for the 
Study cf Writing (CSW) at the University cf California at 
Berkeley and from Carnegie Mellon University. 
This rapcrt on writing (of about 40 pp), tells us about 
the new way cf locking at writing. According to Freedman et al, 
we should be open enough to acknowledge our differances, mostly 
~:; o c .i. ,;;\ l ii:\ n d c u l tu I'" ii:\ l • W I'" :i. t :i. n ~;J 1, i:i\ 1m t h (\\-) y m; ii:\ y 1, i m; 11 ,.,.,, i::; c::l c:: i ii:\ l ii:\ c::: t. '' 
(p.30 from V1gotsky). It always involvas part cf our&elves and 
of our culture. Teachers, should first bear that in mind if thay 
want to help their students improve their skills in writing. As 
thm~y m;c':':\y 1, 11 m;tudf.+)nt1::; who m1,;\y br;,;) v:i.c;+)Wf~)d ii:\m; poDI'" Wl'":.l.tf.;)l'"m; by thf!.·)il'" 
taachers may in fact make extanmiva u&e cf writing fDr thair own 
pu , ... pcm;f:.~1::;. 11 ( p. 9 1, quot :i. n 1;.:1 Fi f~) 1•" :l. n <;.~ 1• ' ~::i 1 •~1n d G :i. l mc::l l'"c·:·:~ 1, ' i::i::::: ) • 
Therafcra, &tudant& should be ancouragad to u&a writing to 
ccmmunicata w:l.th tha world around them. Too many rule& on 
writing create blockage. As they put it, 
Writers who suffer from writer'• block fellow rigid rulae 
and inflexible plans. Student• who have this type cf 
difficulty, are stymied because they apply rules rigidly tc 
situations where they de net apply''. (Rose, 1980, as cited 
by Freedman, p.18). 
This blockage kills the latent communication impetus in learner 
mOI'"(\\~ will Wi:':\nt to ii:\PPl'"Oi:':\Ch Wl'"itin<;,:). (\!i;({;)f:.·! c':':\lm;<::) L((;)m(\\·)lm.':':\n11 'DO). 
Thus thay propose approaches tc help etudenta net dread 
writing but rather enjoy writing and use it effectively. For 
direct the learner's performance but rather collaborates with 
him/heru that i&, the teacher models the problem-solving prcce&s, 
but alee involves the learner in the solution'' (p.30). 
They even went further to au;;ast that tha taachar gats 
down tc the level cf the learners, and become one cf the 
participants cf the claaa, fer, as they shewed in a metaphor, 
when a mcthar wants to teach her child hew to dance, eha 
accommodate to her. (p.31), 
They alee mantion that to gain confidance, especially 
at the ba;nnin;, laarner writers ba &hewn what thay call 
collaborative writing. Hara, thay are enccuragad to work in 
groups, where they diacusa, take notes, gather information and 
writ• frealy about things they want to write about. After all, 
place is seldom done solitarily. We almost always have 
colleagues, friends, cur wives and husband&, contribute their 
input. (p.28 and 38). 
F~eedman and her colleagues' approach tc writing, as 
' · ... ; . .' .. . :: ,.. .. . , ),,. :: :::·· .... I ) :: (") :::·' " '" , .. /::: () "\ \ mo.~;:;t c:)th«:.~r w1···it<;:1· .. ~2; Ll1.1.11k!1 !Jiu<...<;:. (7U) 1, L..lLlUt.\ (U .. )!, 1.1.uwblt.U .. L.!•) 
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Langer (b7), Zemalman cks) is the process writing appproach as 
opposed tc the old product approach. They advise that writing be 
learnt participatorily, communicatively and in an atmosphere cf 
trust, comfort and confidence. < Teachers' attitudeJin correcting 
students' errors should likewise be supportive and net extremely 
mindful of rules that cramp studants' prograss. 
Moreover, thara ehould be no grads before the end cf the precess 
C::l '1' E·) I!:\ c::: h p ii:\ pf.\~ I'" • 
* * 
* 
f.JP.P.h .... ~ ... 
Goodman and his colleaguae bring up a slightly different 
problem, that of whole languaga &valuation. The whole language 
evaluation according to tha authors can be equated with informal 
0:,1 V ii:\ l LI ii:\ t i c;:) l"l • :1: t ' m; ii:\ l"l t::i l"l <;.~ c::l :i. n <.:.:) tfa' v ,.,.,, l u ii:\ t i on !l 11 W h c::l l t\\·) l ii:\ n <;.:J 1 ..1 ii:\ c,:,:J t\·:·l t t\\~ 1¥:\ <::: ht\\·) , ... m; 
d t::ln ' t d f:i)<::: :i. d f::~ t<::l t. h :i. n k ii:\ bc:lu t C\'i!ViOI 11 .. 1;,:~ t :i. c::ln :i. n ,:Jun C'i:l 11 ( p" 0) .. 
!\\~Vii:\ 1 u.::1 t . .i.t::ln in wh:i.c:: h f.\·)Vt;:ll'"Ybody pii:\rt.ic::: :i. p;;,1 tt\·:;1 m; :: ii:\~::; th<fa'Y put it:: 11 It 
is therefore also impt::irtant to involve t::ither teachers, 
administrators, parents in the prt::icess of evalauation (p. 4) .. 
Whole language evaluatit::in ct::insists basically cf 
~.'.\"I· 
obsarvaticn, intaraction and analysis. Teachers cbsarva their 
students all tarm/&ema&tar/yaar long, maka assumption& and verify 
tham by interacting with tha studant& concarnad. Than they 
analyze raa&cn& why thara i& failure so a& to ramady it. Thasa 
rasult& are recorded in aach student's folder. Through 
discussion and intaraction with tha &tudants they ara made to 
participate in the sense that they make contracts with the 
taachars, axplain what thay can and cannot de, how, why and why 
not, and than take new contract&. 
Parant& are &ollicitad through correspondance to 
contribute information, guidance about their child and 
sug;eaticns to tha teachar so that a battar course might ba taken 
fer tha child'& growth. Othar parsons liklay to contribute any 
help (administrators, ether taachars) ccn&tituta a whcla 
community around tha child that nurtures his/her growth. 
If grades cannot ba totally done away with, we should 
k n (:) w ii:\ li~ G (;) l:l (;:Im c7:\ n ii:\ l"l d h :i. m; c: !::) l l w,,1 ii:\~~ u ~i? \!!i !lii ii:\ y ~ 11 Ev ii:\ l t.l ii:\ t i l"l <,:;) t D p I'" Cl v i d «"1 
mark& or grada& on raport card&, is, at best, the outgrowth c:if 
evaluation fer improving teaching and learning. (XIII) 
In ·f',;·,1ct\1 G<::!odmiiiln (·:\~'!'.'. ii:\l. i::;till continuE~\1 ''Th~;;) ult:l.mii:lt<':i) 
goal cf tha evaluation prcca&s in whcla languaga classroom& i& 
salf-avaluation for both tha teacher and the student.'' (p. 13) 
Students are evaluated by taachars, parents, ate., but they are 
al&o •valuated by their pears in pairs or in emall ;rcupu (p.47). 
Et u t t:. C:) c:I <::l cl:\ l 1 t h .i. Ii~ 11 " • • i:\\ ·11 I'" ii:\ m (·!.·~ w (~) I'" k (:'.) ·1' I'" u l ~:i~ li!i ii:\ l"l <::I 
expectation& &ats the critaria for ongoing evaluation'' (p.32) 
·t' t:l ,,.. 1, t h «·~ 11 f.i~ m c::l t i C) n ''" 1 ..... c <::l n t <\1:1 N t ·f' C) ,,.. 1 '"~ n 1;~ u ~:1 1:.:) <;i) 1 c-;;1 ii:\ , ... l"l i n (;,~ :1. l"l t h ('1'' 
classroom is vital to the issue of evaluation.'' (p. 51). This 
climate should even be a general concarn movement in which 
everybody (administration, teachers, students) have thair 
t'"c-:.,,1:;;pon1:;;i bi 1 i ty. It must becoma more than a classroom climate. 
It must be a school climate.(p.51 ), 
In case grades are required anyway, like in a whole 
1 ii:\ n <;J l,\ ,;;1 (;,:J 0:·1 (o/~ )·( p f:;1 I'" i m fii1 n t ii:\ 1 c l c':':\ mi mi ,, .. o t:> m i n T 1;~· )·( ii\ 1:;; 11 '' C h .i. 1 d ,, .. f:;1 n ii:\ ,, .. (·::·1 p ,,.. o v i cl (,,:1 d 
w .i. th t. h<':i1 1r:;c <::l ,, .. in<;.~ 1:s ya tf.;1m ii:\h(\\~iiild o ·f' ti mf:·;' '' " 
The point in Whole Language Evaluation is that formal 
evaluation should be discarded fer the banefit of informal 
avaluaticn. This form is ongoing and daacriptive, with grades 
only coming in the end" 
* * 
* 
Tha foregoing review cf tha EFL literatura takas ua 
clcsa to another view of evaluation and faedback, that cf 
training, supervision and group dynamics. Hara wa will no longer 
rafar to tha topic in tarms cf corracticn but simply terms simply 
cf evaluation and faadback. 
In supervision as well as in training we avaluata 
workshop dasigns, ccntant, implamentaticn and avan facilitators 
in a more participatory way" Ne grads is eNpectad. All is done 
fer tha growth cf aach individual involed in the given group~ the 
facilitator er the trainaes. 
Because those who take part in an experience are 
adult•P they are con•idered knowledgeable in •oma part• cf life 
experience&. Therefore, education cf adult& is much more of a 
sharing of different approachea to a given situation than some 
people teaching and some cthera learning. That's what Malcolm 
Knowl•• ('BO), calla andra;o;y •• cppoaed to pedagogy. 
In Supervision, as advocated by Combs ('81, p.446-49), 
~dLl~@tiOH@l L&Md@FDhip ('74, p.212=16)~ ~Arp HuB• (1994)• 
Training and Development Journal (March '94, p. 69-74), Snyder 
11:1 n d f.·1 n d fa) I'" 1:~ (::) n ( ' 1::1 f.:> ~ p " 4 4 ~l "'" 6 6 ) 1, h 1 ..1 m liA n I'" (v:~ l ii:\ t :l. (;;) n !iii h :l. p 1iil ii:\ nd ii:\ p (:;) m1 ;;., t .1. v (\\~ 
climate are the basis fer any auccessful experiential learning. 
For example, the supervisor and the supervi••• sit and think 
together of what they have or want tc do, the former helping the 
latter to atate his/her problem•, aims and goals clearly. :i: t' 1:~ ii:\ 
sort cf needs' assessment. The same precess gees for the means 
to use fer the educational activities, and the ways in which to 
Finally when the activity has bean carried cut, both 
the suparivcsr and supervises meet again to give and racaiva 
faadback (reciprocally aomatime•) and thus evaluate tha learning. 
Meat cf the tima, if the ;round rulas cf the contract are claar, 
the •valuation is aelf-mada. If the supervisor has something to 
suggest, it is always positive, fer wa always build on strengths. 
If soma negative feedback i& to ba ;ivan, it will be wrappad in a 
pr.) 1::; i t: :i. v f!:! m .:~ n n ~;:~ ,, ... 
The same thin; holds trua in group dynamics. Hare 
providing a geed climata fer human ralaticna ia at utak•. Many 
people at diffarent paricds cf their lives need moral support to 
give their lives a sense. ''El.'' G11·c:>upm; <::~l'"e ·t'c)t'"m«·:)d t<:lW•mi'"c:I th1:.1t 
purpose. And to have these groups function effectively members 
have to be geed listeners (interested, and sharing) as mentioned 
by Pcrtar, and Mehr, (1982) and Lea and Freedman, (1994). 
Whatever feedback is given en members' behavior is only 
positive. Or, if there should be any negative feedback at all, 
it &hculd be expressed as follcwstt 
i' f,•;) :1. tu u u II ii ,, .. ,;·,, t hf!:) ,,.. t h ii:\ n ii~ t t ii:\ i::: k :i. n ~;J 
1
, f!:) • (;;J • '' you w f!:) ,, .. ~:1:l w ,, .. i::) 1·1 GJ d c:l i n ~;J ' " I'\ !I 
himnself/heraelf when faeling attacked. 
In training aa ahown Knowlea ( '80) and Eitington ('84), 
it ia still true that whenever we have tc deal with prcfeasicnals 
or would-be prcfeaeicnals, the learning context is the aame~ that 
is, adult learning context. The climata er human relation• ie 
made to trigger participation and commitment. Programs are 
avaluatad participatcrily. Neither during the learning nor in 
the aaaassmant phaaes do adults want to be treated as objacts. 
Aa Eitingtcn sayatt 
Th• adult laarnar does net want marely to ait and listen, to 
take notes, to struggle with exams, to be talked down to, to 
ba bored, er to be bombardad with theory without opportunity 
·t' (:l ,,.. p ,, .. in\(::: t :i. c:: ic\ 1 ,;~pp 1 i (:::ii~ t .i. r..lt"l • ( ' E:l4 1, p. I X ) 
Trainers evaluate trainees' learning. Trainaes evaluate 
trainers. Facilitators are evaluated in their methodology and 
their human approach. All this is done through written 
quaationnairaa and oral avaluation ••••iona, not with tha 
intantion of making any valua judgmanta, but just for battar 
laarnin;. 
BB 
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Of all the literature that has been reviewed, 
ccrrecticn, evaluation and feedback can be viewed as a whole 
continuum. It stretches from those who think that detailed 
marking and feedback cf the students' errors are necessary, to 
the tenants of the Whole language Evaluation approach. Thasa 
latter advocate that formal evaluation is dated and should be 
discarded~ In that, it makes us draw a parallel between formal 
pedagogy and informal andragogy, experienced in adult learning .. 
However, as we can see, all thesa authors seam to agree 
on the value of evaluation and faadback. How to do it is whera 
difference& come up.. This richnass along the line of the 
continuum is a resource we can utilize to create further 
improvements in the existing pattern& cf evaluation and faedback. 
What are the details about these viaws? 
There ara these who, on ona and of the line~ believa 
that moat, if not all cf children'& laarning errors ahould ba 
corractad. Thesa authors suatain the view that it i& good to de 
mo becausa it maats the &tudents' expectation& and festers 
affective learning. 9uraly error& ara a geed source of learning. 
The problem is basically how much input is affordable at a 
pi:i\rti(~:u 1 ii:\ I'" timlii.~. 
Some other authors think it is batter to corract only a 
few mistakes at a time, while making them context and student-
apecific.. Knowing that tee many things can confuse student•~ 
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correcting a faw idaa& at a tima, dapending on th• focus of that 
particular momant, can ba truly helpful to th• studant. But 
having correction ba spacif ic to avary studant seems to be 
dapendant en the contaxt. A claas of mere than twenty five 
students is already difficult to deal with in terms cf 
individualizad feedback. 
However, Smith, in his analysis of class size, 
manticned that small classes also present a disadvantaga~ that of 
the student being directly expc&ed tc the taachar at any time and 
net baing abla to gain trust and confidanca in himsalf through 
peer ;rcups.(p.12). 
Most othars &uggest that wa correct only those among 
these few errors that really impede communication. This enable& 
&tudents to ''feel themaelves'', (rulewise), free to write whatever 
they like writing about, minding only the maasage. This net only 
fraas them, but al&o thrills them to want to write, which is a 
geed attitude, at laaat fer a beginning student (Zemelman, '88~ 
Elbow '81). 
This attitude towards fraaing writing is sansibla 
particularly whan wa knew that no writtan piaca is ever parfact 
if read by diffarent paopla, supposadly professionals. 
Navarthalass, it is alao true that because cf cur human tendency 
to selection, quality and claas, (Redfield, 1988), we feel good 
if net only cur ideas ara corract and wall ccnvayad but alsc if 
cur writing is net marred with small grammr-machanics mistakes 
(Webb, '88). Evan whan readar• don't point them out, they make 
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thamaalvaa an idaa cf th• writer. 
Be quality writing that makaa en• faal geed i& 
avarything together. But what I aide fer throughout the 
litaratura is that net averything should ba workad on altogathar. 
There ia an and where to atart and another to reach. 
Tha Whole Language Evaluation advocata& (Goodman, et 
al. '89) who think at the other extreme cf the continuum, that 
there should be naither formal evaluation nor correction, also 
aim at a certain mastery cf the writtan languaga, after all. 
Through their informal evaluation, they expect atudents to be 
abla to use the language effectively, afficiantly and beautifully 
as shown in an analysis cf tha progress cf a young child's 
writing from Ncvembar to Fabruary is shown in Goodman (1989, 
p.79-81). 
In whole language learning, the classroom is made to be 
like the home environment, with no pressure. The child learns in 
a simulated natural way. But than we will have to requestion the 
role cf school in society. Experiential learning is geed but it 
takes time. It is actually a lifelong learning. 
For my own part, if it is good tc go to school to get 
praparad for life, it is important as wall that children be 
involved in learning or rather experiencing life. As such, 
learning to communicate with the world (through writing) is a way 
to be involved in lifa around and far from us. Tightly or 
lccaaly evaluating this learning, or pretending not to be 
evaluating, depends on how wa want the learner to feel during 
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that axperianca. 
Still in thia litaratura I raviawad, I was axpacting to 
••• studants avaluata or giva faadback tc their teachers. If 
laarning i• to ba •••n as a lifa axparianca, teachers nead to be 
evaluated too. In doing so, they also learn from their 
ahortccming•~ thay and their students laarn hew to improve tha 
course of their teaching and learning. When students get 
involvad in that two-way evaluation, they learn more about 
evaluation and feadback, ita value, and mostly how to uaa it to 
learn batter. 
Most evaluations hava bean geared towards checking 
students' kncwladga, somatimas the content cf the class and 
rarely the learning. Besides, as manticnad earlier, most authors 
acknowledge that correction and faedback should aim at achieving 
a more ef factiva learning rathar than recording figures fer 
administration and/er parents. But why is it that administration 
and parents and even the children themselves are so grade-
oriantad? Vary little is said about the subject. 
~Fer the administrativa part, Redfield (1988), thinks 
that it is due to the conservatist nature of school~ that is to 
say, the perpetuation of tradition. But still, why is that 
tradition is so encrusted in our ways? The real raamon, as 
Redfiald showed, is social and innate to human beings. In human 
being, thara is a natural tendency to hiararchy, alitism and 
ranking. The example he prcvidad ua with, was the companiaa' 
attitude toward& racruting amployeae. Moat companies prafar for 
axample, top graduate•, er raccmmandaticna from 'Harvard' er 
Is it net true that we always want the baat things 
Tha human world cutsida the classroom is in actuality a 
world cf competition and selection. This impacts on our 
educational system. But can't it be the ether way round? Can't 
changes in society come from the classroom~ the classroom today 
for the society tomorrow? As we saw in cur brief summary of 
issues in correction and feedback at the beginning cf this 
chaptar, meat authors suggest that these issues be dealt with 
mora humanly, paticipatcrily and ccmmunicativaly. 
If evaluation and feedback in tha classroom go that 
way, will 1t satisfy evarybody - administration, parents, 
students and evan taachers-?. If administrators and teachers 
have long indulged in kaeping raccrds cf students' progress 
through grades, certainly, it seems to me, it is a question cf 
practicality. Tha grade racord cf one thousand students, can be 
aasily be storad, kept in and ratrieved from a small file. It 
will be difficult to de so cf aven fiva hundred daacriptive 
records cf students' progress with five lines each. 
But en tha cthar hand, it locks arbitrary to have 
gradas without any comments er tckans cf hew they were 
11 c::I e11::;<;: 1· .. v~:.1d 11 .. FL.l I'" t. h0:11· .. mc r·«;,,, :in mic::i d (;) .i. n ~.:J :1 t hi!!~ 1'"(\~1 :i r.:.; no p l'"(%1 c:: .i. m;€~ :.L d ~?1.~\ 
cf how to help tha studant. 
Sc tha question istl Do wa want the easiest or the most 
usaful met.hod of evaluation? In the classroom context, we 
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cartainly want tha most usaful. Out in tha world wa'll naad the 
quicka•t, though it mc•t cftan de•• net prcva tc ba tha quickest. 
Parent& and kid•' interaat in gradaa is &imply a rasult 
cf the syatem. Soma paranta gat tha school grade raporta cf 
their children, and still are not satisfied, especially when 
rasulta are net geed. They askn ''What did you de to gat this 
reault, whare are your papers, etc.?'' But as Goodman et al. 
(1989) propose, if parents, administrators and classmatas 
participate in tha avaluaticn, and if there ia a briaf 
dascripticn cf tha studants' prcgreas, avarybcdy, aven tha 
atudants thamsalvaa would b• claar about thair (th• atudants') 
aptitudaa and ahcrtccmings. 
This will also spar• taachera from falling into the 
dan;ara cf ccrracticnn cvarccrracticn, di•tru•t• unfairn•••• •tc, 
As a matter cf fact one cf tha raascns fer detailed correction cf 
evary single miataka is tha grade factor. If th• teacher is tc 
;iv• figured gradaa to tha •tudants. thare is point that a/ha 
Justifies tho•• ;rad•• by th• numb•r cf arrors ccunt•d• which 
a/he &how& through hia/har red pan marks en the paper. 
Tha second raaacn fer these pan-marks is that, tha 
students will be able to correct their mistakes. But net all 
these marks and ccmmants ara axplicit enough in themselvea, to 
antail ccrrecticn, due tc tha fact that they de net stem from 
commonly agreed upon rules at th• beginning. Th• fact that in 
most caaas, thare is no er net enough faadback, interaction and 
participation in the claasrocm (between taachara and atudanta aa 
wall aa between student• themnaalves and with ether people 
outside tha classroom) to help studants understand their mi•takas 
er arrors better and correct tham, is another source fer students 
failing to learn from their mistakes. 
Teachers often attribute this insufficiency to the lack 
of time and to tha siza of classes, which I agraa is a raality in 
most cf cur classes. But Smith, (1986) mentioned, large classes 
have their advantages. One cf these is the pcssiblity fer kids 
tc shara in groups aach one's contribution. 
Another point I could net saa in the literature I 
covered was the cultural variable• tc feedback in tha classroom 
I must recognize however that the scope cf my reading 
was tee small to expect to find eveything about feedback in the 
c:: 1 c':':\ ~:; s r (;:) (::l m " 
However, we can learn from Zemelman (1988) and Goodman 
(1989) that it i• always painful fer adolescents to disclose to 
ether people, if thera is no climata of trust and comfort. So 
what we call cultural variable•, will first ba paraonal 
Ve':':\ I'" iii:\ bl am;• In spaaking, when first learning a language, it is 
well established that extrovert persona will laarn much quicker 
because they create fer themaelvaa more exposure to the world 
around them. The sama thing is true fer writing. 
Bcme individuals de not mind being read and given 
feedback. Some de mind and they ara many. For these latter, to 
bt'"(\(~ii:\ k ''th(¥:! (;:: hc':':\i n 1:~ 11 c:l ·f: :i. n t l'"t::lVf~!l'"m; ic:ln 11 t l'"U!!!i t 11 (::clm·f' C!I"' t, i:\\n<::I 1:supp(::>I'" t. 
ii:\ I'" ff,~ l"l ti:~ c: f.lf! 1!!i ml i:\ r y II In some cultures like in the U.S.A., children are 
brought up tc be inquisitive • Yet in Zemelman and Goodman's 
studiea (baaed on US aociety), thay report that soma children in 
America ara not alway• ccmfortabla tc let part cf themselves cut. 
It'a even mere sc in a culture like Africa where re&pect and 
submission of the younger to the older has moulded minds in a way 
that feedback ;oas only in ona directicnn auperior to inferior 
in tt;;1 1•"m!L:; ci' <::\qe and /or .. pci!;:i. tir.)n. Evt?n in th<::\t. di r<~c ti on :1 11 hotl\1 11 
the feedback is given, which is ganerally more cf a raproach or 
condemnation than advice, causes a lot of frustration and craatea 
at timea, abandonment• of aim•. 
I have known atudants who hate this or that discipline 
and aubaequantly scora low and finally drop out bacauae tha fir-at 
faadback (oral or written) thay ever recaived from their taacher 
Wii:l!!:i de~vii'il!:~ti:il tin\~~ 11 
Sometimaa, feedback it&elf i• a notion that i• more or 
lea• inadaquata or inexiatant in aoma cultures. 
to see to it carafully &o that if thara should ba any feadback 
from him/har to aoma atudanta, it be dona in the tone and climate 
th ii:\ t h(fi) l p II 
* * 
* 
As fer tha training, group dynamics, and auperviscry 
perspective of svaluaticn and feedback, though thay do not 
addre&& tha formal school aattin; wa ara concarnad with, I ahould 
aay they hava a lot to of fer in daviaing a mathod of evaluation 
and feadback line fer our cla•••• in Cote d'Ivoire. 
In short, many perspectivaa of feedback and avaluaticn h•v• 
bean analyzed and many othara ramain to ba touchad upon. In th;;,\t 
immansity, I acknowledge my analysis cf the data I found in 
litarature insufficient to strongly disagree with any of tha 
authors herein mentioned. Howaver, as to the applicability cf 
their perspectives to the classroom context in Cote d'Ivoire, a 
few modifications/adaptations seem to be necessary. 
The following chapter will give us a claarer idea cf 
what that could ba. 
y;~ ... !! ... :? .. !! . ...•. Cx:: .. tt.t.G..ii;\J ....... l:~.D.ii;\,.J, .. Y,.~.i.i.,tJJ.li ....... ~.i .. tJ:.l ....... i::~.fkt~lm\J'.::.~.:;J ,,,,j,;p,.,, ... f:\P.PJ .. J ... ~;;,11.:\.b .. L.:!, .. i.:t;,,y ..... ;1:..1::J ..... G.!.:.:.r.t~~ 
r.;J.: .... 1.Y..P ... i.r.f.4~. " 
When we leek closely and salectively at all that has 
bean said in the litarature we have just run through, a few 
point• can be retained as to thair applicability or possibla 
adaptation to the EFL contaxt in Ccta d'Ivcira .. Ona of them is 
that grades ara important, but that learning comas first. 
Navartheleas, avan though we can changa our attitude about that, 
we ahouldn't expact it to happan overnight. Bo grade• will still 
be a full component cf school. However, it is a common fact that 
achocl also givas knowledge that is expected to be transformed 
into experience in life. Bo school is meant to learn, and net to 
11 1::~ to<::: I•:, '' h now l €\·1d <;J ~X\' • 
In Cote d'Ivoire, we teach and learn English not just 
for fun, that ie, net just as a school subjact. Wa don't laarn 
it to stock knowlagde aither. Wa want it to serve a 
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communication function (and many ether• tee), Sc wa maan it tc 
raally ba a raal laarnin;. Ona way tc do this, is tharafora, tc 
ccmbin• taaching it for that r•al learning with acadamic 
raquiraments attachad (;radaa). 
From tha gist cf thi• raviaw, we can alee mention that1 
Comments halp batter than ;radaa do in helping atudants 
learn. 
Students can laarn better if they do so in ;rcups er 
interactively. 
Studants can learn hew to mark, ;rada and shara feedback 
together in groups. 
Classroom evaluation can avan be more objactiva if mer• 
people, else than the taachar alcna, (that is studants, 
themselves, parants, administration) are involved. 
But th••• faw points mantionad abova raiaa acma more 
quastions and viawa. While the ;anaral conaansus is for having 
studanta work in groups, soma raaaarhara affirm that following up 
with •tud•nta in individual taachar-lad confaranca• (Fraadman 
'87, p.5B), yialds tha bast results. It surely dee&. But in a 
ccntaxt cf cvarcrcwdad classrooms, lika in Cota d'Ivcira, such 
mana;amant is almost impossible. Daaling with studants in 
groups is rather the bast mana;emant possible. 
Still the disposition of chairs and tablas in most 
classrooms in Cota d'Ivoire and th• hour shift cf teachers, make 
;rcup-wcrk net a plausible reality. Navarthalasa, an ultimata 
pcasibility in th• claaarccm could ba net tc arran;a the saate 
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but rathar the studants themsalvas. Thay can sit in grcupa of 
fourp facing each other in twos. Some would be totally in uneasy 
postures. 
Anyway, these days with mere than sixty to seventy 
students in a classroom, in their usual sitting, nobody feels at 
ease. Sometimes they are three to four students en tha same 
bench. 
Another possibility to facilitate feedback is if the 
administration agreas to creata spacial English Classrooms, whose 
management could be left to tha taachars and studants who usa 
tham. 
A furthar possibility could ba, weather permitting, to 
go cut into the open (playground, shad, shad• cf a traa). Thara 
we can make whatavar group is judged appropriate by the teacher 
and students. 
These laat three solution& ara soma altarnativas to 
aasa cut the management cf thesa larga classas. Thus, in a clasa 
cf aixty studants, tha taacher could talk, giva inatructions, and 
assist tham as if ha wara doing it fer fiftaan pupils. 
Groups being formad that way, students could learn how 
to mark, grade and share feedback together by being given the 
opportunity to de so. I believe with most cf the authors 
mentioned in cur survey that the only way to learn is tc be 
involved in practice. 
Teachars thamselves keap laarning as thay teach. If 
the students are shewn the standard fer evaluation, they will de 
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it a• well a• th•ir t•ach•r•. And thay will alao learn aa thay 
practice. What•v•r problam they might com• acrcssp they will ask 
questionsp interact with one anothar and with the teacher. This 
will help them understand bettarv not only tha English that thay 
are learning but also the teachers' ordeals in terms cf value 
jud;manta and the effort to ba objective. It will also help 
avoid situations where students distrust the teacher. 
But for that to happen, there should be a careful 
psychological preparation cf tha students and also tha teacher• 
themselves. 
Hencep we can try to devise a guideline for correction 
and feedback in the EFL claaarccm in Cota d'Ivoirap if only that 
is proved to nacessary. 
Y..ll .. L ... ..!~J;~;.1.::;..1;;;:.~.~Hl.TY. __ J:::.QB .... .J.~.!::1.f::~.!~l.~J;;;:.? 
After we have gene through hew Correction and Faedback 
are presently practiced in Ccta d'Ivcira in EFL clas&es, and what 
literatura says about the topic and offers ua, whare can we draw 
the dividing line? In other words, is there a necessity for 
changing cur ccrracticn and feedback strategies in cur EFL 
clasarooms in Cote d'Ivoire? 
A change in attitude or ways cf doing what we do 
implies a change in objectives. Our objectives for learning 
English in Cote d'Ivoira that is for communication and human 
relations, hava not changad. Our belief that English can be uaad 
to tighten our connection with the world has rathar bean 
l'"f.i~:i.n ·f'o1•"C(·::1d. In this rainfcrmcemant cf perspectiva, it i• net 
change we naed, but strengthaning our strategies fer bettar 
1 (:1.~1:1 t'"n i n~J • Improvement maans being open but critical to ongoing 
trends in the field at hand, in cur case ccrraction and feadback 
in the EFL class. 
A& we have sean, our teaching/learning of English is 
very interactive and therefora, orally communicative. We also 
try as much as possible to cover the four language &kill areas. 
However, we pointed cut that in our English class pattarn (SOL) 
there is not enough room for writing (being proved that 
communication is not only oral, and that there is a point for the 
~~L student in Cota d'Ivora to laarn tc usa writing aa a maans 
for communication). Vat claasrccm tasts ara mcra written than 
(~) ,, .. i:'il l • 
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Tha fir•t di•po•ition to think of i• a mind 
p I'"(~~ Pt'al r ;;,\ti t:)n .. I would call it p•ychclcgical orientation.. From a 
•Y•tam haavily crientad towards grada•, compatition and tandency 
to being 'dishonest', to a system oriented towards mutual trust, 
collaboration and growth, it is important for teachers and 
students to understand clearly what participatory evaluation and 
feadback in a clas•room could be like. 
Thu•, for thia medal of correction and feedback tc ba 
afficiantly applied in EFL clasarocm•, I •uggaat that th• 
teachers net only get sufficiantly briefed on what thay ara 
axpacted to do, but that they participata in a workshop that will 
ba organised for them if tha needs aasassmant reveals the need 
·f' C:) I'" i. t u 
Then teachers will in turn take the rasponsibility to 
explain to their studanta what thay are going to get involved 
into, its benefits to them, the conditions fer making it a 
In short, the atudents should understand clearly 
what is expected from each of the claas participants. 
In tha case cf this project, the teacher will be asked 
to conduct an open-ended debate with his/her students about the 
whereabouts of correction and feedback. In practice, this 
students' phase should precede the teachers' workshop so that the 
latter can have practical data to work en. 
For this session with students, teacher& can stay in 
thair cl•••rocm•, ahift with othar ccllaa;u•• er •imply ;iv• tham 
tima to anawar as thay want. But it would b• good if aftar th• 
atudant• hava workad en thair qua•tionnaira, th• taachar could 
already giva them tha flavour cf open-ended teacher/students, 
discussions on such an issue. 
Another disposition to think cf is a kind cf study cf 
the classroom's physical environment. The teachers should be 
reminded to assess hew they can manage tha classroom fer tha 
implementation of correction and feedback activities. 
ts ti 11 11 Ii:\ ·f' tri.~ ,... <ii11v£+1rybc::)dy h1:·:1!;;; k nc:iwn w h1::1 t thc11.~ 11 c::: h1i:1nc;11c-:;) 11 i m; 
all about, it would ba safer to conduct the implemantaticn in a 
faw axparimantal classas bafore it takes total ground. 
Y. .. L:t ... :1:.. .. ~ ... :;;;~ ... ~ ......... Q ..t1.J.£~~1.~~~ ... t. .. ;i .. v..~\~ . .Ll.lll .. 1..L.~\~.i:~tr:.~;;ui~.t; .• 
A• I mantionad earlier, why all this is being dona 
should be mada claar to everybody from tha naads assas•mant poll. 
Responses from teachers as well as students will be cf a great 
contribution. Students, taachars and the administration should 
all knew why there is modification and what we are aiming at, 
that is learning effectivaly fer cnsalf and fer communication 
through participatory action (input/output). 
Ground rulas should be set at the beginning cf the year 
concerning the objectives in evaluation, each one's contribution 
and what and hew each contributer ia axpected tc act. Respect, 
trust, sariousness (no mockary) ahculd be tha bottom line of it 
ii:\ l l • 
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Now what are the activities involved in this participatory 
learning, or mere precisely in patricipatcry evaluation and 
feedback? It is of some sense, when talking about correction 
(marking and grading), that we find something to mark and grade; 
that is tc say, a piece of writing. 
Producing that piece cf writing should net only be 
when the students write a paper. They should be given the 
opportunity to practice writing and reading in the normal process 
cf classes. Than, when thay taka tasts, thare can ba mere raascn 
to evaluata their writing skills and tha communication their 
w ,, .. i t .i. n (;;J (;:: t::l n v f.:·1y !i!i .. 
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My focus net being writing aa such, I will net labour 
this point toe far. Fer teaching students hew to write, we can 
pick up some ideas from various raadings, usa taachar peer 
consultations and alsc cur creativity. 
mere to adapt than to taka fer granted. 
In any case, thare is 
Right new, my basic interast is in finding ways to help 
students learn from their errors. A good way to approach this is 
as many authors have suggasted, to have tha students work in 
groups to prcduca ideas and also as Valette suggested (1973), to 
produca taxt togathar. 
Groups cf three, four er five maximum can be given a 
topic er lat tc choose their own and writa about it. Each group 
membar jets down idaa&. Then thay try tc explain tham and maka a 
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synthesis. Everybody starts from this synthesis to create a 
paragraph. Than another aynthesis ia made from reading them and 
commenting them briefly. The same procedure continues till the 
end of the aecond, third or fourth paragraph• they may be aakad 
to write. The teacher, their guide, manages the time. 
These activitia& might require a lot of time. And in 
our normal EFL time schedule, there cannot be room fer that much 
time. But if we do not look for tha tima, wa will never find it. 
Some ways fer making it possible aran eithar to make, in tha 
weakly thraa er four-hour achadula, room fer reading and writing, 
listaning and &peaking are alraady baing taken care cf in tha 
SOL. For axamplan Fer thraa to four hcurs/waak, wa can have twc 
hour& cf BOL and cna/two hcur(s) fer raading and writing. Aftar 
all whila writing and reading, the four akills are &till 
integrated. 
Another possibility is, contrarily to what most authors 
say (Zamalman, BBn Fraedman, '87n Black, 84), hava tha groups 
continua thair work cut ct class. 
All this benefits the students in that thay talk more, 
receive feedback and learn openly or tacitly from one anothar. 
Group composition not only gives tha studants tha 
opportunity to build truat and ccnfidanca and craata a pcaitive 
community, but it alao halps taachers cf large classas be more 
efficiant in helping the students. Instead of sixty individual 
students' copies to correct, tha teachar will hava only fifteen 
copias. 9/he can then davcte more time assisting mere 
'7'7 
parscnnally studant• er groups cf students who need help. 
Something to subsequently think cf is group grades. If 
wa have group work, group composition, it is normal that we have 
group grades. These group grades are another device tc induce 
every group member to de something, to feel included and 
raspcnsibla tc the group. 
students to see it. 
It all depend• en hew we prepare the 
Another possibility is to have each individual student 
write his own piece and instead cf having the teacher mark and 
grade all sixty copies by him/herself, have the students 
ccntributa, learn and practice through group marking and grading. 
Y.J .. lJ ......... :;;;;__~ ... :~:~ ........... ...!:'.!i.(:\X::.h.tD..!.1 .... ~!\J:U.:.t .... !;;J.l'.'.'..~H:.:.IJ . .r:U.:l . .1.1 ••• 
Marking and grading, as we have said, can be about a 
piaca cf ccmpcs1t1cn er a class paper after the standardized test 
models. Lat us take the example cf the standardized test, since 
it ha• all the ccmponentsn on the one hand, discete-pcint marking 
and grading, encountered in Mutipla Choice Questions CMCQ) and 
grammar and on the other, holistic marking and scoring, dealt 
with in Comprehension Questions (CQ) and Essay Writing (EW), For 
an idea cf what this standardized teat looks like sea appendix 
*~ :l. u 
Now regarding either discrete-point er holistic 
sccring,there ara some generalities that we ahculd ccnaidar. 
After the student• have produced a piece of writing -
a composition er a atandardized teat - the teacher helps the 
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students make grcups cf three, fcur or five. The copies which 
hava already bean collected will ba givan back to them in groups. 
Than &/ha givas them his/her standard of marking and grading. In 
other words they are shown where to look and what to look for in 
marking. 
Together with that the students also hava tha score 
distribution. They also receive a score sheet that we will 
describe later in appendix 4. Each individual, though working in 
group with the ether two er three members, corrects one copy at a 
time. Then they exchange once, twice or three times, until the 
threa or four membars of tha group hava markad and graded all the 
copias givan to the group. For bigger groups, the taachar or tha 
cla&a should dacida how many copies each group member ahculd 
correct. 
It ia also important that becauae of various 
temptations atudenta might hava (cheating), 1t would be advi&able 
aspecially at the beginning to use card cede& rather than names 
en teat paper&. In fact. at the ba;inning of the year, the 
teachar prapares soma squara hardcuts of about fiva cantimatars 
the aide, (i,e A2, C3• Z10, ate), When writing a composition or 
a taat, aach atudant i• givan cna. Hia/her paper will only baar 
tha coda en tha card. Tha card& ara collectad as ccpiaa are 
collected. 
Btudenta are alao givan aach, a acoring ahaet which has 
room for grades in MCQ, in Grammar, C.Q. and Esaay. This is a 
auggestad adaptation of Heaton's holistic scoring. Baa appandix 
#4. Then, there is one extra per copy to finalize th• grad•• 
after group ccnsultaticna. 
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praliminarias hava baan achieved, the student only has to tick 
tha right answers from looking en tha answer sheet. Then they 
put the total whare indicatad, and pass on to the next test itam. 
Tha Multiple Choice Questions section has generally 4 
questions with four options each. Only one cf thesa options is 
thf!.~ l'"i~~ht. ii:\l"l!SWC\\~ I'" u Th<\~! f:5 tLlc:I ((;)f"l t g (\\~ l"l f!:) I'" ii~ 1 ly dc::lc·::,•~;; n<::lt hii:\Vf.~) tc:l WI"' :1. tw.~ 
the~:) 'f'L.l l l S:ifl.11") tf.\·ln<:::!:\~ but l"'ii:\thf:·i)I'" thf:'fl lf:i1ttf!:)f'" ii:\ , b11 ("' !I C::)I'" c::I !I 
indicating tha choice. This has the advantage of saving time to 
the studant and to the scorer and can also be seen as a good 
11 
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a starter, a gain cf self-confidence, and a source cf spared 
points (2 maximum), I ahara thia point. 
However, if we set cut not to hunt scores -espacially 
in the clasarccm- but to laarn, thera might be another way of 
locking at that. Besides, cheesing an option becomes so 
mechanical that the studant can net always provide reasons to 
support his/her choice if askad to, which they almost never are. 
Thus, as wall as we ask atudenta to repeat oral models, 
we can alac aak them to rewrite the aentence cf their choice. 
The objective in so doing will be the reliable copying cf the 
I believe that it is by dint cf practice that new 
er unmaatarad pattarna can be fixed (in their mind).Then they can 
provide a brief justification (2-3 sentences) fer why none cf the 
i::l:l. 
whatavar arrcr may coma up. Tharafcr• thay ara ancouragad to ask 
their partenars quasticns about things thay do not undarstand in 
th• text thay ar• scoring. To ccnsclidat• tha spirit cf group, 
Each tima a naw group is formed for writing or marking and 
grading or for faadback, a group name may be chosen and sicned 
where applicable. 
Now, to make grammar a useful writing activity, it 
should be dona in two different steps. The first one is the 
filling in with the right option. The second step would be a 
wrap-up. Using th• items utiliz•d in the answers and also using 
th• context, the taste•• are asked to make a short wrap-up 
passage or story cf their own. This could ba a very close 
replication cf the original passag• or something totally 
different, depending on their own will. What matters is their 
ab1l1ty to usa effectively all or most cf th• words or structures 
C.P.mJ:.1..r:.\\7.1t1w.;~n.liiLLP.n ...... J:Ji ..... \.~~-~;u·,j,J.:.:.1n.liiL .. i•!\ru;;LJ~:.i.tti.l.l.i.iJi•\.Y.. .... W..rJ .... t,), ... n.i1 .. 
Now about the Ccmprehansicn Questions, in the tanth 
grade test format, there are four quasticns. These four 
questions meant to check the comprehansicn cf the text can be 
graded out of 5 each for a total cf 20. (Sea appendix 5.) for 
details. The grading will ba a bit more holistic than in the 
fir•t pha&e but still with some di&crate rafrancas to leek for. 
The logic in tha que&ticn should raf lect in the answer. For a 
literal question, what/whara ••• was •••• ?, was ••• hcw) thara is 
<!:\ l Wii~ym; .r:\l"l '"' l mc::i!::; t c:l b v :i. c::l um; <liln~i>WC\·~I'" tc::l bf.;) ·j' C:lL.ln c::I in the~·! tt,c;) )·( t. 
Fc:ir· .::1n :i. n ·t' £\,1 I'" f!:1 n t :.i. ;;,1 l qui:;11!!1t:.icin (why 1, dc::l yol .. l th:i.n k !I 
how .•• ), there ia alway• a reason, a logic fer giving an anawer. 
That, added to tha clarity of axpreasion (short and wall 
sequenced sentence• plus structure and vocabulary chosen 
according to the audience), will triggar communicability. Thasa 
are the features the marker should pay attention to in the first 
p l c\)\ c:: f.·:~ n 
However, at this lavel, wa should not lcsa track that 
tha main aim for asking comprehension questions is to evaluate 
the students' capacity to retrieva diract er indiract information 
from a passage. Bain; able to express it (communicatively) is 
what enablas the sccrar to evaluate tha aptitude/skill. 
Therefore, credit• should be given where they are due. Style and 
mechanics mustn't come into play yet. 
So clearly here, the marking itself will be mere comment-
(.;;)J'"lr·o1'"!!;; :: 
.... 
However, fer some important atructures or vocabulary 
that might impede comprehension of the answer, it would surely be 
better net to verbalize but rather spot cut the item by 
underlining, circling it er write ????? ! ! ! ! ! above and next to 
the item to ba modified. According to Walz ('92) we can also do 
both1 undarline in taxt, ccmmant in margin" But hia t•chniqu• i• 
mcra ccnvaniant tc us• when marking th• assay. 
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subjactiva phasa in evaluating students' performance. As such 
its scoring is the meat hclsitic. But if we leek clcsaly at 
Haatcn's holistic scoring grid as proposed by Terry ('89) 
(Appendix ••• ) we can have, as with the BEPC oral evaluation grid 
a sanse cf how to ba less subjective and give a very close to 
approximate right evaluation of the students' competence. 
Borne authors suggest that tha teacher giva the student 
a whcla codification cf errors, Rcbinatts, ('72)1 Cohan, ('75)1 
F~:i.vf::~1·"m; 1, ( '7~.'.\) I !::lt<::1c::k 1, ( ''70), in W<•1.I.~·~, ( '!:3::;:~). Thim; 1, th<::lu<.~Jh it i1::; 
a geed idaa, will giva tandancy to marking all tha arrors that 
I would suggast that taachars and students work on 
basic errors that are tc be lockad at. Tha list can incraasa as 
they move along tha year, if so they wish. 
Now hew to go about hcliatic marking and grading? 
The passage should be raad through first. Then in the 
light cf the coda cf mistakes, see which ones should be manticned 
in the comments er right in the text. Then leek at tha grid (saa 
appandix 4) and tranalata into grades aa apacified on tha grid. 
This is an instance of hew writing could serve a 
ccmmunicativa purpoae. Tha raadar of tha ccmmants (ownar of tha 
copy), will ba impatient to raad thaae commanta. Of course hara 
thare can ba risks cf mesaage ccnvayance. That is what will ba 
clearad up during feadback. A balance batwaan tee much comment 
1::i1.1. 
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Than, cnca all the sections cf the test have been 
covered under tha close guidanca cf the teacher, points are added 
up and the totals made. Usually this would take about four timas 
fifteen minutes (1 hr) if there are fcur membars in each group. 
If they are thrae, 1t would be three times fiftaen minutes (45 
mn). Correction time can be a class hour en a regular basis er 
once in a while or it could be an extra time for teachers and 
students.. Each of them would have a chanca to assign a grade to 
each cf the four copies cf the group and writtan a brief comment. 
Commants should ganerally be based en strangths. But 
the studants could also laarn how to wrap a nagativa comment 
and/or faadback so that it triggars no frustration.. A faw 
axamplas of ccmmants are listad in appandix #6 .. 
Wa ahculd not• that this group ccrracticn will only ba 
affactiva starting from 4e/3e (9th/10th ;radars) on, unlass in 
6a/ea (7th/Bth) children are allowed to write their comment• in 
French, which I do not parsonally favor .. 
Actaually from claas to cla••~ from teacher to taacher~ 
from school to school, U.P. to U.P. ate. the symbols or codas of 
corraction used for marking and grading could ba sharad. 
•nd t•ach•r• will u•• th• ••m• •nd will not ;•t th• •tud•nt• too 
much foraign to th• aystem. 
Once tha averaga ha& been e&tabli&had by the group, it 
is written down en the score and comments sheet. Than the 
taacher opens up the oral feedback ••••ion for groups to &tart .. 
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papar. This should take place twc er thraa days latar. Spacial 
arran;aments in tarms cf place and tima should be made. This 
possibility avarybcdy has tc ;at geed grades will suppreas the 
apirit cf ccmpetiticn and build up that cf ccllabcraticn. 
Furtharmcre, they will also undarstand that after all, what minds 
i& nc sc much the grades, but what they learn. 
The new grada and comments, as well as the former~ 
ahculd be kept, like fer everybody in his/her folder. That is 
hew we can keep track cf each prcblam, effort and prcgrass. 
At th• end cf the semester, when it ccmes to reckoning averagea 
all marka (rather than tha beat 3 er 4, aa prcpcaad by Langar, 
87) are addad up and written undar a final comment cf the 
taachar, describing th• studants mcva through th• 
tarm/samaatar/yaar. 
All thasa comments, dascripticns, gradas, axarcisas 
should be kapt in a folder par atudant. Thaaa folders ahculd be 
duplicated in double (one fer tha administration, one in tha 
claaarocm). Thia foldar ia mad• accaaaibla to all (paranta, 
studants, taachars) whanavar the cabinet is open. 
This form cf evaluation aaems very fair and should be 
abl• to •van raplaca axams. Exams ara cna-day situation• that 
don't always raflect the actual pctantiality of the candidate. 
Mcracver, sometimes errors cf grade recording create irreparable 
prejudices. 
Hcwavar, if axama ahould axiat at all, they should 
count fer half and the clasarccm ccmmants and grades for another 
half, not just lookad up for to maka a decision. 
Anothar point that most authors support is that 
commants/faadback should be always be positive. 
dasirad that commants, faadback ba only positiva, aspecially at 
tha beginning of the practice of this method. It's also true 
that building on strangths promotes the best psychological and 
amotional anvironment in a learning context. 
But it is squally true that reality outside the school 
w ,-;,\ l 1 mi i s:i n c:> t ii:\ :1. w ii:\ y 1iii 11 ,, .. r.:) 101 y 11 , i::; h <::) 1 ..1 1 d w ~::~ d ~:~1 c €\~ .i. v c::.~ <::) 1 ..11•" c:: h i 1 d I'" Iii·) n ? Cl n 
the othar hand, is it not trua that lifa is what we make it? If 
children grow up with another parspactiva of tha world, thay 
might be able to maka another world. 
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At tha and of avary sassion, particularly in the 
baginning of this modal, the taacher should ask the studants how 
they feel about the session, what thay think they have learned, 
and what thay think thay will do battar next tima. l: n <'i:\d d :it :i. C:)l"I , 
the taachar should ba abla to ask the students what thay think 
a/ha can do to halp them bettar naxt tima. 
atudents avaluate thair teachar'a input. Each group (teacher and 
atudenta) take& a contract for the next time and they ahould keap 
it in mind and bagin the following tima from thara. 
This form of avaluation is naither tha whola langua;a 
evaluation nor the classical form of evaluation. One has no 
formal assessment of the students, nor has it a formal tima to 
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avaluata a studant. It ie cn;cin; and it i• &pacifically 
dascriptiva. Tha taachar i• only cna cf tha evaluator&. 
Students thamaalvaa, paranta, tha administration taka part in 
the evaluation. Tha cthar, (claaaical) i• punctual, fi;urad and 
only the teacher evaluates the studants. Only tha taacher gives 
feedback. With this form of evaluation proposed hara, we make a 
blend. Twc aims are achiavad~ grades and laarning. Everybody 
gets servad. (administration, parants, students, and also 
taachars.). Still, it i• not tha miracla yet. Thay are lets cf 
nmcassary condition& to ••• to, fer it to b& succasafully 
implamentabla. What can th••• condition• be? 
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One cf the aspacta of schools that we already 
mantionad is thair ccnservativa natura. Besides, tha school 
system in Cote d'Ivoire is centralised for all the country. As 
such, for a (good) preposition for change to reach, it i& a long 
way, but &till net impossible. This represents already the first 
c: C)l"lC:I i ti on . 
Still, at the level of the administration, taking it 
only from tha point of viaw aach school, thera is a problem cf 
availability of room, time and maans. All the classes are 
ovarcrcwdad becausa thare ia net enough mean• to build mere 
schccla, creata apacialisad rooms, buy tables and chairs. 
to thwart this total lack, that we want to find ways to halp 
th• teaching and learning of English. And ironically again, we 
saam to ;et caught in the same wabba. Tha administration ha& no 
means. And the adminstration is reluctant tc chan;a becausa it 
ha& no maan& to man the change. 
Sc, from the point cf viaw of maana, tha administration might= 
-net be abla to provide the type cf classroom that enable& 
such mana;ament aasily. 
-not be able or willing to provide the studants with the 
folders, the cabinets,atc. partucularly in the beginning 
when they are still skeptical. 
-feel uncomfortabla about the grads (net the grading) 
system. They always think it is axclusively a teacher's 
job to mark, grada and giva feedback to tha students. 
Having tha student• do the avaluation would maan tha teachers 
ara nc longer doing what they ahould. Tha argument ia that 
taachera ara trainad to avaluata and students ara not. They ara 
not and should net be trained to do the teacher's work either. 
They hava better prioritias~ learning. But if learning is the 
objective, then we can find a common ground to stand on. This 
form cf avaluaticn can be a compromi••· 
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Like the administration, parents might think that it ia 
primarily a teacher'• job to evaluate thair children, 
particularly if thara is extra tima neadad fer thasa correction 
and faadback aaaaiona. But if they ara briafed and axplainad 
about the rational• for thia practice, (fairnass in tha 
avaluation of thair children'• abilitiaa, efforts and progreas, 
but most importantly how to batter triggar their children's 
learning from doing it and getting various feedbacks, etc.), they 
might even get raadier to collaborate. 
The other aspect of th• parents' reluctance or 
unreadiness is the fact that most cf them are atill illiterate in 
terms cf baing able to raad and raspond to tha taachar about 
their kids. Moraover hcma aituaticna ara not always proper to 
fellowing student•' work out cf school. (being far from parents, 
having no placa to live in, having no school materialsM no light 
to work with at home, etc). But thia is no new thing. Yet 
report& hava always been sant to children's parants er ;uardiann. 
9.1. 
As the former reports were sant and made sense cf, the naw on•• 
will be sent, read and responded to. Fer illitarate parents or 
guardians, a translation will net alter the results cf tha 
procedure. On the contrary, it will giva more respcnsibilty to 
parants as to tha development of their child. Besides, there are 
less and less illeterata parents. This is comforting as we think 
cf the applicability of the method. 
l.X.. .. !.\ •. ;;;: .. !! .•...•••• I.l7!J..iE~.~~--h.W.n'.::.~!1. • 
Teachers will certainly love the method, as it 
decreases their workload. But they might resent investing extra 
time working with the students. But 1t seams logical that if 
they want a decraase of their workload, they have to agree 
working a couple of extra hours with their students. Aftar all 
they would have spant more time marking all these papers their 
E:;tudf!:)n 'l':.1:;; WI'" it(;;)" 
Another level of teachars' pcssibla hesitation about 
applying the mathcd i• tha reading of the students' comments in 
tha folders. There is also thair own descriptiva comments 
(evaluation) about sixty kids per claaa to parent.a, the 
aministraticn and tha students themselves so that they can take 
stock cf the situation going on in the classroom. But it ia 
still better than the hectic and of the term scramble we have so 
often experienced, particularly if it is done in their own time .. 
They should simply be ready by the end cf the term. 
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The main constraint I can see with atudents is their 
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large numbers in classrooms. The teachar must be very alart to 
be able to control this many atudents in a correction and 
faedback class and make sura everybody gets something cut cf the 
whcla experience. 
Another cf their tandencies is tc want tc chaat er tc 
favor one another and lat nc raal learning taka placa. But aa I 
have already said, if before beginning the method, the teacher 
seas tc an adequate preparation, and keaps reminding them until 
they gat well into the habit, averything will gc alright. 
Another cf the constraints is that students have many 
ether subjects to study. Therafcre, teachers should net find in 
this way a total unloading cf their evaluation work onto the 
studants. Studants, as we said should have as much practica as 
possible, but the teacher should aee to tha right balance cf it. 
Now that we have triad to circumscribe soma cf tha 
problams that we might run into towards implementation, the next 
thing is to evaluate the project itself in terms of its contant 
and its applicability in Cote d'Ivoire. One of these two aspects 
(content), will be evaluated hare while I am still at the 
University of Massachusetts, and the other (applicability), in 
c <::) t f.\~ d ' J: V (::) ;l, I'" f:? 11 
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To evaluate thi• project, J: need to ask and have 
answer• to four (4) question•~ 
1. First, what is the object cf the evaluation? Most 
evidently it is the preaent project in its content. 
2 .. Who is doing the evaluation? First those who are 
reapon&ible fer my programma. Than any other nautral person 
(preferably a graduate student who has had a language teaching 
experience) or anybody else in any other field, will be a 
ressource for me. This variety of backgrounds will give a richer 
feedback from which to choose for further improvement. 
3 .. What purpoae ia the evaluation for? This evaluation 
ahould enable me to see if the project is well thought out and 
well built to aerve it• purpcae. Fer that reaacn, 
4. Hew? I davised a short questionnaire fer the 
readers cf the project, which ia as follow~ 
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Dear reader, here is a questionnaire I have devised to help 
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ycu focus en particular aspects cf your feedback tc me. Hcwevar, 
feel frsa tc add any cthar comments you think i• important. 
1.What in this papar is academically acceptable and what is net? 
Evaluation (continued). 
2.What, in this paper is unclear or insufficiently explained? 
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3. What is redundant, 
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5. De yeu have any ether remark? 
****************************************** 
* Many thanks fer yeur cellaberatien. * 
****************************************** 
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will •mand my taxt and produca tha final manuscript. 
Than, when I raach Cota d'Ivoira, tha aame four atagas 
of evaluation will be •• follows" 
1. What? The final taxt produced at U. Mass. 
2. Who will evaluate it? The various evaluators I can think 
of are first the responsible& for the insarvice teacher 
training staff (two inspectors). Then the board of 
inservica teacher trainers. Tha administration& of the 
secondary schools in my region, the teachars, and th• 
studant&. Paranta will ba involvad at a latar ataga. 
3. What is tha purpose of tha avaluation? To sea if tha 
contant (participatory avaluation and faedback in th• 
classroom for a batter learning and practica of English), 
is implemantable. 
4. How is it going to ba carriad through? I will first make 
a brief oral presantation of tha project to all tha 
paopla mantioned above. Than I will do some local workshop• with 
pilot clas&a&. These work&hops will consi&t cf two parts. First 
two quastionnaire& (for teachar& and studants) about faedback and 
corraction in our EFL class environmant (see appendixes # 7 and 
e:n .. 
Than tha practica that implias actual doing by myself, 
soma voluntary teachers and student&. For that I will dasign a 
day workshop for teachara, preceeded by class discussion& with 
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mtudanta bamad en a quaaticnnaira. Than in tha and thara will 
another &et cf quastionnair•• (appendix•• 9 and 10) for taacher 
and studant to evaluate what it all turned up to be. 
From thesa faadbacks, I will , writa a report 
menticnning tha results of tha workahop(s) and make furthar 
amandamanta bafora tha final implamantaticn is undartaken. 
l () :t 
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In this paper, I hava tried tc touch upon tha problem 
cf correction and feedback in the EFL classroom in Cote d'Ivoire. 
lwt tor th@ prub1@m tu b@ b@tt@P p@Pt@iv@ri ~nri F@m@di@ri~ 1t h~§ 
to be presented in context. 
Presenting the context takes us to speak about the 
objectives of teaching English in Cote d'Ivoire, which as we saw 
i• ccmpriaed cf many level&. The one wa atuck to a& being moat 
important was communication and specifically written 
communication. This consaquantly brought ua to consider writing 
as important in the EFL classroom. Correction and feedback were 
therefore analysed f rcm the the point cf view the written 
comments on students' papers and the oral feedback that fellows 
the marking. To do that aucceaafully, many cthar obstaclas had 
to be cleared~ the problem cf class sizes and the problem cf 
grades. The problem cf clasa size seems to be alleviated if net 
solved, by organizing students into groups. Tha problem cf 
grades can be solved by an approach between the classical 
evaluation paradigm and tha Whola Languags Evaluation approach. 
What we did waa therefore to read and analyse 
literature about the topic and make tha chcica and adaptation 
that aeemed appropriata to the contaxt. But the thrill to have 
an idea to ahare did net make ua overlook the practical 
problems/conatrainta across the way towards implementation. 
Some of them could be caused by the administration, some by the 
par•nts, and som• oth•r• li• on th• sida of t•ach•r• and 
Aft•r w• hav• idantifi&d tham, it is n&c&ssary tc 
d&aign an avaluaticn quaationnair& to chack tha content. 
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There ar& two ways by which l&arning takes place.. One aims 
primarily to extand th& pow&r of th& child ovar new facts~ 
ralationa, formu, convantionu, ate" another iu primarily 
daaignad to corract the misinterpretation cf facts and 
misuse cf forms and symbols. 
Wa chess tha aeccnd altarnative tc learning, that is by 
ccrracting th& mi&intarpratation and tha mi&usa cf facts and 
forms" Hew than te de it is th• ethar &tep. Radfiald ('BB) 
uuggeat& that &inc• languag• laarning ia ncn-acad&mic, but rath•r 
aocial, participatory evaluation and fa&dback, &&&man 
appropriat• maans to raach that end./. 
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( Supplemental reading materials) Amherst : University 
cf Massachusetts. 
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TE XTE' c c:os ? 
Tho priest of NQde was n m~n ~horn most of the natives called' 
J_~ Cji} which WDS .:-1 wilful ::iispronuncicition cf his ;:ici:u2l nc::ime, George. 
Cne cfoy, Georoe cDme out t:J the m:-:irkct squci.ro to pre:::ich. Soon 
nftor he ~od storted ha proceeded to sh:Jut og~inst pogons ond idols, 
thrs2t2ning them u;ith one typo of' fire or the other. Some of his ouciienc:e, 
cnswering, c2lled hin:::: lun:Jtic· or:::.:bn; sono just· sn?Jpped their" fingers 
ir, their hcrror ::·t t'hc things th0t wore coming out ,Jf the lunotic's· mouth ••• 
. He hoc\ spoken for ne:Jrly on h:Jur when beaming his sho~p small 
oyss Dt tho oudienco ond punctiing stoodily ::::t the 8ir, he ~3id : 'I tell 
you ::lg::'.in, r.:en ond women of r·Jode, it 1 s v2ry fCJolish to soy thGtXinhabit 
tr-ess '.1nd bushes. Come ond join tho church ;::-;nc; stop thesT:; foolish things to 
:fo •. Those who reflJse to cCJITH3 to church ore w!.'ong. They will be left in the 
fire t~ burn for countless yoars. Come ond worship God~ And when I STIY 
CJr], I meon the only true one. Igwe which you po·::iple udcre is nothing ond 
his shrine is only rr hut over a pile of e3rth l" 
The cr-owd' rn21red '.'lt hiri. Som2 SCJ.id : "Co ::ind touch it if is 
n G th in g ~ L\ n d s-e e w h o t w i 11 h Cl pp cm • J.' 
Thero, CJt the s-cuDre with George, wGr-8 almost <Jll his cnnverts, 
:ibout twenty tn numb-er. Do.vid ;::ind D'Jrninic,tra very first converts Geo!"ge 
'-:-od r;iode in the tciwn accepted the chal.J..ongo thrown to their mDstcn'. 
( .kown' to him, they procem:~ed to Ig\.'.Je•s- shrino LUhich was abot.!tD' hundred 
y:Jr-ds crwny. /\bout turnnty minute~ l:J.ter, <J mournful cry arose frDm there. 
"Igwe h:J.s been ossc.ulted11 , th2 v:Jicc: s;:::rid ;::\nd added something about the 
sky coming down to meot the eurt'h. It u:2s tho VCJico of the heGd' priest 
or the shrine. D:ivid and Dominic h:::d pulled down port of the hut. They hGd 
olso thrown h;:incfuls or SQnd on tho o:::rth L'ol insic~2 the hut ! 
Twenty siJht d2ys p:Jss2d. ;'n t.ho ::icrnin~} '.Jf the twcmty ninth, 
David end Doni~ic ws~e both reported do:::d. The story wont that e2ch of 
them hc.:d.-. dioc:::'....quiotly L1 r.i_s our.' !-icuso. 
ft wos Igwe that did it ••• 
Fr:Jm Tho ~nly Son - John MUNf":NYC 
r,J otes ,, shrino 0 s2cred pL~co. 
~ lunrrti~ : D person suffering fro~ mo~ness 
'1 ULT i:: LE CH :ICE QUEST~ - ~~:: ::~~- ~~ ~ _ ~ ::?EE~~~-2~~~~£-2'.2~-2!r i ~~_l~-~~IE'2 
o) The villnocrs collad the priest Ji ji bscausc : 
- Gecrgc ~osn't his real nomo. 
- ell the Priests of tho vill:::oe ware collod so. 
( - t~o oriest was tho son ~f ~ji. 
- Thc:y woul::~n 1 t· pronouncG his nZlne Coc:rgo corre:ctly. 
/ 
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Cerre eprwve ccmpo,re 2 pages tiumerotee; 112 - 2i2 
THE PRESS IN AFRICA 
Most Africans are bound to ask : What is the freedom of the Press ? Does it inciude 
licence to do and say what they please, even if it means directly or indirectly wrecking all 
our efforts at consolidating our dearly won independence and our efforts for economic 
reconstruction ? 
Does this Press in Africa recognize that in our special circumstances it has a duty to 
Africa and that in fact we expect it to make its own constructive contribution towards our 
general efforts ? 
Can the Press in Africa afford to behave and write as though it were operating in 
London, Paris or New York, where the problems and anxieties are entirely different from 
those current in Africa? 
These and many other questions keep coming up in minds of many Africans as they 
try to decide what freedom of the Press should mean in the African context. It is, therefore, 
important that the Press should concern itself with finding out what goes on in the mind of 
the African. 
In the majority of cases the world Press is served by foreign journalists who pay short 
visits to the various parts of Africa and on whom the world's verdict over Africa may rest. 
The news agencies are often relying on such journalists or reporters, who may not them-
selves know enough or physically be able to cover the area assigned to them to be able to 
interpret the African scene. 
The result is that news coming out of Africa is often, if not always, related to the 
biased and prejudiced mind that keeps asking such questions as -- is this pro - East or pro -
West ? Very few, if any, of the world's Press ask such logicai and simple questions as -- is 
this pro - African ? 
From "THE CHALLENGE OF NATIONHOOD" Tom Mboya. 
Veuillez tourne< la page S.V.P. 
1 /2 
A3 2 
\. 
I - COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS (Answer each question in no more than 5 lines) 
1) Would Tom Mboya agree with the complete freedom of the Press in Africa? 
2) What should the duty of the local press be in Africa? 
3) Why should the African press work differently from the foreign press? 
4) Why is outside world ill - informed about Africa? 
II - ESSAY (No more than 20 lines ) 
Is censoring the press necessary ? To what extent is It? 
III - GRAM MAR 
1) Turn into the negative form : ( 
a - You'd better stay here 
b He often goes out on Sundays ; so do I. 
c - He ought to work hard at school. 
2) Fill in the blank with the right preposition 
a - He reproaches his wife ....... q ....... :· ................... laziness. 
b Whether the game will be played depends ...... ::/. ........... the weather. 
c - Come straight home as soon as you get ...... .' .. '~ .. ~· .............. the plane. 
d I doubt whether he w!ll recover ................ :.; .................... his illness. 
,. 
3) Give the correct tense and form of the verb in brackets: 
a - Yesterday, they (wait) at the bus stop for 2 hours. 
b Those pupils ( learn ) English these last five years. 
c - I can't help ( be ) home sick whenever I travel. 
d Please, help me (carry ) that big bag. 
e - I ( meet ) this man before. 
2/2 
--='-- Reference to grammar rules. Rivers ( 1975) and Stack 
( 1978) mention briefly the possibility of indicating a specific 
rule of grammar in the textbook when a student breaks that 
rule in written work. (I have used this technique success- ~: 
fully on the elementary level. In two to four hours one can 
prepare a detailed outline of a grammar book from which to 
indicate to the student the pages and the numbers of important 
rules.) Sending a student to pages 96-98 for an incorrect ob-
ject pronoun will not help. Instead, the teacher, using the 
outline as a guide, can write 94: 3( c) above a sentence like 
S: 11 donne lui du the. 
By consulting rule 3(c) on page 94, the student is reminded 
that object pronouns precede the verb in French. This tech-
nique can be particularly useful in a sequenced course in 
which the class finishes a grammar book and then moves on to 
a reader or other activity. One should not attempt to send a 
student ahead in a book to a rule that has not been studied in 
class. As with the technique of using symbols and abbrevi-
ations, success depends upon students' rewriting the paper 
and turning both copies in. 
Check lists. Several writers have prepared checklists 
that students can use as reminders when they write composi-
tions. Cohen ( 1975) suggests that students go over their 
written work several times with a particular structure in mind 
each time. This can be individualized if a teacher knows a 
particular student has trouble with adjective agreement, for 
example. Four other scholars have developed checklists for 
students; the lists all differ somewhat in purpose and use. 
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Frequent Errors Made by ESL Students 1 
AGREEMENT 
subject and verb do not agree 
pronoun and referent do not agree 
ARTICLES AND DETERMINERS 
Omission 
a 
an 
--the 
--other 
Incorrect Use 
CA PIT ALIZA T ION 
omission 
--incorrect 
COMPARISONS 
use like 
use the same as 
__ use different from 
use -er 
--use more -- than 
--use the -- est 
--use the most --
CONTENT 
incorrect information 
--awkward: needs rewording 
--cannot understand your meaning 
DOUBLE NEGATIVE 
avoid double negatives 
FORMAT 
__ improper heading 
improper size paper 
--not written in ink 
--no title 
--improper left margin 
--improper right margin 
indent for each paragraph 
NOUNS 
should be singular 
should be plural 
--improper form 
-mass noun (should be singular) 
PARAGRAPHING 
begin new paragraph 
no new paragraph 
PENMANSHIP (Handwriting) J 
__ handwriting interferes with} 
communication ' 
__ avoid non-English symbols 
35 
PREPOSITIONS 
Omission 
in 
on 
--at 
to 
--of 
--other 
PUNCTUATION 
Omission 
period . 
--question mark ? 
--exclamation point ' 
comma , 
--colon: 
--semicolon 
--apostrophe ' 
--hyphen -
--quotation marks " " 
--underlining 
--others (dash-,-
-- parenthesis, etc.) 
SENTENCE 
Incorrect Use 
Incorrect Use 
incomplete sentence 
--two sentences run together 
SPELLING 
__ incorrectly spelled 
VERBS 
tense incorrect 
--form incorrect 
--do not use to after a modal 
--do not use -ing after to 
--use to + verb form 
--use plain form 
--use -ing form 
--incorrect sequence of tenses 
VOCABULARY 
form incorrect 
--item incorrect 
--word(s) omitted 
==unnecessary word(s) 
WORD DIVISION 
divide words at syllable boundaries 
--write as one word 
--write as two words 
WORD ORDER 
observe SVO Place Time word order 
--incorrect question word order 
--incorrect included- question word order 
change word order as indicated 
,. 
~· 
\I 
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Points to A id Essay-writers 2 
The wise essay writer: 
• reads (or chooses) the title carefully; 
• writes an opening paragraph that does not ramble 
but is business-like and to the point; 
• clearly informs the reader of what he will attempt to 
do (before he does it); 
• makes sure that his introductory section exhibits a 
funnel- like pattern, narrowing down and focusing on 
some particular aspect or approach (the general back-
ground thus sketched in perhaps constituting the 
'known' which should always precede the 'unknown'); 
• plans well, arranging his points in a logical order; 
)'. • says explicitly at each stage of the argument what 
he is about; 
• keeps to the point throughout; 
• establishes at every stage (the sentence-level 
included) some expectancy of what is to follow; 
• writes unified paragraphs, using this device to help 
carry the reader along; 
• makes good use of transition, in the form both of 
transitional phrases within paragraphs and of transi-
tional paragraphs themselves; 
36 
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Composition Check-List 3 
Rough Outline 
• A clear thesis statement that can be supported or 
proved 
• Three or more useful supporting points 
Rough Draft 
• Shows examples of thoughtful editing 
Final Draft 
Mechanics give a clean, orderly impression 
• The title--is correctly capitalized 
shows imagination in phrasing· 
indicates the subject clearly 
• Adequate margins--sides, top, bottom 
• Clear indentation for paragraphs 
• Clear, easy-to-read handwriting or typing 
Logical development of one idea in a paragraph 
• A topic sentence that gives the idea of the paragraph 
• A clear controlling idea in the topic sentence 
38 
• Supporting statements that focus on the control 
idea 
• Clear relationship or transition between sentenc 
Imaginative, precise use of language 
• Connectives used with precision to show relatio· 
8 Careful, correct use of expanded vocabulary 
• Examples of artful phrasing 
• Correct spelling and hyphenating 
• Correct punctuation to develop the meaning of 
• Good use of parallel structure in series 
• Good use of phrases or clauses to modify or to 
the expression of an idea 
• Good selection of detail to suggest larger meani 
• A good conclusion that draws the paragraph to~ 
Good idea content 
• A clearly expressed idea, worthy of adult comm 
• Challenging, original thinking 
Corrections--with adequate practice to insure mas 
39 
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CONTENT 
2>6· c~d'.s ~f<>~IG!>--1. 
e-~Lu~..t) 
Composition Check-List 4 
• ls your topic interesting to a mature reader? 
• Did you r~~~rict your subject? 
• Did you state your purpose clearly? 
• Is every idea in the paper relevant to the thesis? 
STRUCTURE 
• Did you arrange and develop your paragraph(s) in 
a logical manner according to main ideas? (Introduc-
tion, body, conclusion?) 
• Did you arrange your sentences logically? (Does each 
sentence clarify the major idea in the paragraph? In 
other words, is each sentence necessary?) 
• Did you use transitions effectively? Between sen-
tences? Between paragraphs? 
MECHANICS 
• Did you write grammatically correct sentences? (Does 
each sentence express a complete thought?) 
• Did you use other grammatical patterns correctly? 
(Modals, idioms, verb tenses, number shifts, etc.) 
• Did you vary your sentence patterns? 
40 
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Whatever the grading system is (out of 10, 20, 50 or 100)~ in my 
opinion it always serves the same purpose, that is that of giving 
the students' work a ciphered value. For classroom conveniences, 
we can use any of them even if it means converting them to 
another frame for administrative purposes. We do it during exams 
and they work well. 
I therefore suggest a grading system out of 100. With 
it~ we can easily make any other conversion. 
Based on the regular tests, this can be applied: 
I.__tll..1ltiple Choice Qqest.i,.ons./..'20 
1. =1 0..1} o..nswe.v- ou.J of /5 ~ h<>s~ Oh; 
_) 
_ c..hP ice vf o rJi'"' 1flr 
.., -( ll I~ ..:;. . -
- Re..1An..£Je - L.. r*s 
=J 
3. -l 
ll 15 J :r ~ d-< f ""-h:"" "- F b ::-1 
.J 
4. _, 
-( ti IS =.) 
.LL... Gr~mma!:...!_ / 30 
For a suggested ten (10) to fifteen (15) items, with 
one point each, we total /10 to /15 for the items. 
Then there is the wrap-up out of fifteen (/15). 
111...!. .. _ Compreh~_o_sion QL1estions. I 15 e-r 20' 
The three or four comprehension questions 
(ninth/thirteenth graders and twelfth/thirteenth 
graders), are graded out 
of five (5) each, which makes a total of fifteen or 
twenty. 
The grading and scoring are based on: 
a) The students' retrieval capacity, 2pts 
b) the logic in answer (point defense), 2pts 
c) The language (short sentences, connectedness) lpt 
N. Essc:w. 
C3rac.1ed 
c:omm1 . .1n ic:abi l i ty, 
OL.l t of thirty ( 3C> ) ' and based on 
thcii\t. isu a) ideasp•••••••••••••••••••••••••••lOpts 
b) organisation, •••••••••••••••••.•• lOpts 
c) language (clarity), •••••••••••••• 5pts 
d) mechanics (punctuation, capitalisation ••• ) Sr~ 
due lO/l/1t3f3 ~; G. (&~{u ~1 ~1 
lop1c~ My goals and objectives and a preliminary outline of 
the maJor skill areas of my program of study 
~fter the brainstorming session my colleagues 
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Questionnaires for teachers. 
1. What is your overall feeling/appreciation of the workshop? 
2. What did you particurlarly like in this workshop? 
3. What do you think should be improved? 
4. Can you make a few suggestions? 
5. Is there any other point you would like to comment upon? 
Thanks for your collaboration! 
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Questionnaire for students. 
1. Did you enjoy this session on grading and marking together? 
2. What did you loke most? Why? 
3. What didn't you like? Can you explain that? 
4. You would feel better if •••••••.•.••.••••• 
5. Would you feel happy~ confident and ready to participate if 
this method were used in your class from now on? 
